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1THE AGRICULTURAL GEOGRAPHY OF DINMARK 
In tro d u ctio n
Denmark Is  a unique l i t t l e  country w e ll worth serious thought 
and study. From a p u re ly  m a te r ia lis t ic  standpo in t, Denmark’ s 
asse ts  are  a l l  too few , ye t th is  d im inu tive country, devoid o f many 
o f the resources considered Ind ispensab le fo r n a tio n a l p ro sp e rity , 
se ts  the world an example in  se ve ra l f ie ld s  o f endeavor. She has 
been stud ied  by statesm en, a g r ic u ltu ra lis ts , econom ists, educators, 
and geographers; fo r th is  coun try, in s ig n ific a n t as i t  may appear 
on the map o f Europe, has va lu ab le  co n trib u tio n s fo r a l l  o f these 
men. "Denmark is  one o f the few co u n tries in  the world th a t is  
using it s  p o lit ic a l agencies in  an in te llig e n t , conscious way fo r
the prom otion of the economic w e ll being , the com fort and the oul~
‘'1
tu ra l l i f e  o f the p eop le .* Th is statem ent, w h ile  i t  may exaggerate 
co n d itio n s somewhat, does embody n everth e less c e rta in  elem ents of 
tru th . A grarians from England, Ire la n d , and other nations have 
stud ied  the methods and o rg an izatio n  o f Danish a g ric u ltu re , which 
has proved p ro fita b le  d esp ite  ra th e r adverse s o il and c lim a tic  con­
d itio n s . The degree to  which cooperation  has been developed in  
Denmark and the sp lend id  success w ith  which i t  has met is  v it a lly  
in te re s tin g  to the econom ist. Educators from our own country have 
sought to  d isco ver the secre t o f Denmark’ s system of d issem inating  
ru ra l c u ltu re , and to  the geographer Denmark p resents a superb 
example o f man’ s in te llig e n t use o f nature * s endowments.
(1 ) Howe, F. 0 ., Denmark; A Cooperative Commonwealth, page I I I .
2THE GEOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 
Area and Pop u lation  Denmark is  one o f Europe’ s sm allest na­
tio n s , Somewhat la rg e r than Belgium , N etherlands, or Sw itze rlan d , 
i t  is ,  however, le s s  than one-th ird  the s ize  o f the s ta te  o f I l l ­
in o is . Denmark proper, ex c lu s ive  o f the Faroe Is la n d s , is  le s s  
than 17,000 square m iles. (16,568). Sm all s ize  made Danish n a tio n a l 
u n ity  p o ss ib le  a t & ve ry  e a r ly  d ate ; perhaps th is  accounts a t 
le a s t p a r t ly  fo r the fa c t th a t Denmark, the sm allest o f the three  
Scand inavian  co u n trie s , was afele to  se ize and re ta in  co n tro l o f 
the B a lt ic ’ s o u tle t. Norway and Sweden, g rea te r in  ex ten t and 
more rugged in  topography, were prevented by these n a tu ra l lim ita ­
tio n s  from a c tin g  as a u n it. C onso lidation  o f c o n flic tin g  fa c tio n s  
was im possib le a t a tim e when tran sp o rta tio n  f a c i l i t ie s  were incap­
ab le  o f surmounting p h ys ica l b a rr ie rs . Th is same d im inu tive s iz e , 
however, has imposed decided lim ita tio n s  upon Denmarks i t  has pre­
vented any g reat d iv e rs ity  o f a g r ic u ltu ra l products, sin ce c lim a tic  
co n d itio n s could h a rd ly  d if fe r  w ide ly in  such a sm all area } i t  has 
a lso  lim ite d  the number o f Denmark’s resources to  p ra c t ic a lly  one, 
s o il. The v a r ie ty  o f resources possessed by a country the s ize  o f 
Germany, fo r in s ta n ce , is  fa r  g rea te r than in  the case o f Denmark.
The country com prises the pen insu la of Ju tla n d , which con tains  
roughly seventy percent o f the to ta l a rea , and the is lan d s  to  the 
east o f i t ,  o f which there are about 525. Only about one hundred 
o f these are in h ab ited . Ju tla n d  a t it s  narrow est p o in t is  about 
T h i r t y - s i x  m i l e s  w i d e ,  a n d  a t  i t s  e x t r e m e  b r e a d t h ,  i t  i s  o n e
Chapter X
hundred and eleven  m iles. From the southwwest near E lb e  to  The 
Skaw In  the north-east i t  is  one hundred and e ig h ty  m iles . The 
la rg e s t o f the is la n d s  are Zealand (2,730 square m ile s ), Funen 
(1 ,15 5 ), Laaland (4 8 0 ), Bornholm (2 2 7 ), F a ls te r  (1 9 8 ), and Moen (8 4 ).
Of the e n tire  area o f Denmark about e ig h ty- five  percent is  
r e a lly  p roductive s o il,  by which is  meant c u ltiv a te d  land (w hich  
in c lu d es p astu res) and fo re s ts , both n a tu ra l and p lan ted . The 
accompanying graph (F ig . 3) g ives the approxim ate percentages o f 
the vario u s areas. The bogs are used fo r the production o f peat to  
a c e rta in  ex ten t. The area o f p roductive land has g rad u a lly  been 
in creased  due to  the ex tensive work o f the Danish Heath So c ie ty .
Th is so c ie ty , since it s  o rg an izatio n  in  1866 by S . M. Dalg a s , has 
transform ed from 3500 to  3,000 square m iles o f heath, marsh, and 
other waste land in to  fo re s ts  and farm land, Over one-half o f the
form er unproductive land o f Ju tla n d  has been reclaim ed through the
2 ' ' ">
agency o f th is  o rg an izatio n .
Denmark is  a densley populated country in  comparison w ith  the 
U n ited  S ta te s . The popu lation  in  1935 was about 3,434,555, g iv in g  
Denmark a d en sity  c f 207 per square m ile in  comparison w ith  I l l ­
in o is *  115.7 and U n ited  S ta te s 1 35.5. In  Europe, however, indus­
t r ia l  and com m ercial co u n tries such as Belgium  w ith  her sup erio r
resources or H olland w ith  her b e tte r com m ercial lo ca tio n  a t the 
mouth o f the Rhine have much denser popu lations than Denmark’ s. The
d en s ity  in  Denmark is  about the same as i t  is  in  France, a country
h a lf in d u s tr ia l, h a lf a g r ic u ltu ra l.
(2 ) H ie lsen , R ., HHow Denmark Turned More than 2500 Square M iles o f 
U seless Land in to  Fo rests and F ie ld s 11, World A g ricu ltu re , August
1922.

4The popu lation  18 not even ly d is trib u te d  over the country, but 
v a r ie s , in  p a rt, accord ing to the re la t iv e  f e r t i l i t y  o f the s o il. 
Exclud ing  the C a p ita l, which con tains over twenty per cent o f the 
to ta l popu lation , the d en sity  in  the is lan d s  is  about 217 per square 
m ile , w h ile  i t  is  on ly 138 on the pen insu la o f Ju tla n d , The ex­
p lan a tio n  o f th is  d is tr ib u tio n  lie s  a t le a s t p a rtly  in  the fa c t that, 
in  g en era l, the s o il on the is lan d s  is  more f e r t ile  than i t  is  on 
the pen insu la . The accompanying popu lation  map (F ig , 3) illu s t r a te s  
th is  ad ap tation  o f man to  environm ental con d itions in  a ra th e r s t r ik ­
ing  fash ion . An im aginary lin e  m ight be constructed  running north  
and south through eastern  Ju tla n d ; th is  lin e  would roughly d iv id e  
the poor s o ils  from the b e tte r, the le ss  dense popu lation  from the 
dense. This lin e  would correspond ra th e r c lo s e ly  to the ridge of 
m orainel h i l ls  th a t marks the p o in t a t which the edge o f the ic e  
sheet remained fo r a long tim e, (see the sectio n  on p h ys ica l re­
gions fo r the s ig n ific a n ce  o f th is  fa c t ).
Due to  recen t in d u s tr ia l developm ents and to  an in crease in  the 
use o f a g r ic u ltu ra l m achinery, the urban popu lation  o f Denmark has 
been in creas in g  a t the expense o f the ru ra l. In  1925, however, the 
ru ra l popu lation  s t i l l  com prised over h a lf o f the to ta l*  on ly 41.6 
per cent o f the popu lation  liv e d  in  settlem ents o f 3,000 and over, 
w h ile  58.4 per cent could have been considered ru ra l. In  the United  
S ta te s  in  1919, the percentage o f popu lation  liv in g  outside of 
settlem ents o f 3500 and over comprised 48,6 per cent o f the to ta l,
*
g iv in g  us a ru ra l popu lation  about ten  per cent sm aller than th a t o f 
Denmark.
Copenhagen is  Denmark*s one c it y  of any notab le s iz e . I t  con-
5ta in s  twenty-one per cent o f the en tire* popu lation , a s ta te  of a f­
f a ir s  somewhat s im ila r to th at o f Buenos A ire®  in  A rgentina* Copen­
hagen^ lo ca tio n  on the gateway to  the B a lt ic , her sp lend id  harbor, 
her p o lit io a l and s o c ia l im portance, and the fa c t th a t p ra c t ic a lly  
a l l  o f Denmark^ in d u s tr ia l a c t iv it y  is  centered  here, are la rg e ly  
resp o nsib le  fo r th is  unusual concentration- W ith a popu lation  of 
729*214 in  1935, Copenhagen is  a c it y  somewhat sm aller than B a lt i­
more.
Seven other towns, a l l  o f which are co a s ta l settlem en ts, have
♦
a p opu lation  o f tw enty thousand or over* nam ely, Aarhus (75 ,271 ), 
Odense (52 ,2 08 ), Aalborg (4 2 ,4 6 1 ), Horsens (28 ,0 64 ), Handers (26f817) 
Ksbjerfe (2 4 ,0 6 3 ), and V e jla  (22 ,497 ),
A g ricu ltu re  is  the m ainstay o f Denmark, about th irty- tw o  per­
cent o f her people being dependent upon th is  in d u stry  and fo re s try , 
(see  F ig . 4 ). Th is percentage is  not much la rg e r than th a t depen­
dent upon h an d ic ra ft and In d u stry  (29^ ). In  the la s t  f i f t y  years 
the number o f persons engaged in  a g ricu ltu re  has Increased  only
ten per cent, w h ile the number engaged in  manual lab o r, trad e , and
3
in d u stry  has trip le d *  The change in d ica te s  the in d u s tr ia l bent 
th a t a g ric u ltu re  in  th is  l i t t l e  country has assumed; a g r ic u ltu ra l 
products are no longer sent out in  the raw s ta te  but are h ig h ly  
re fin e d  before le a v in g  the country. Condensed and powdered m ilk , 
b u tte r, cheese, and bacon are a l l  examples o f such products. Th is 
in crease  ifc numbers dependent upon in d u stry  is  a lso  an in d ica tio n  
th a t, in  recen t yea rs , Denmark has been develop ing in d u s tr ia lly ,
(3 ) The Economic Future o f Denmark. Economic Review , O ct. 20, 1922 
page 264.
and m achinery has been rep lacin g  to  a c e rta in  extent man1® labo r on 
the farm .
Although Denmark*s b ir th  ra te  is  decreasing , as i t  has been in
a l l  im portant co u n tries in  Europe fo r the la s t  h a lf cen tu ry, she
has p ra c t ic a lly  doubled her popu lation  w ith in  the la s t  f i f t y  years
due la rg e ly  to her very low death ra te . In  1934 Denmark * s death
ra te  was 11*4 per thousand popu lation  as compared w ith  11.8 in  the
U n ited  S ta te s . Both of these ra te s  are low in  comparison w ith
Sp ain *a, which was 19.7 per thousand popu lation , or w ith  I t a ly #s
(18 .6  In  1933). D isease o f the re sp ira to ry  organs ceuse a la rg e r
percentage o f deaths than any other d isease . The popu lation  in-
4
creases about one per cent each year or roughly about 30,000.
The in crease  o f the ru ra l as compared w ith  the urban popu lation  
depends very la rg e ly  upon the sta tu s o f a g ric u ltu re . In  the second 
h a lf  o f the n ineteen th  century during the period  when a g ricu ltu re  
su ffered  a se rie s  o f bad yea rs , the ra te  o f increase in  the ru ra l 
d is t r ic t s  f e l l  s te a d ily  u n t il the end of the cen tu ry. I t  was then 
th a t a g ric u ltu re  passed from the raw product stage to the period  o f 
g rea te r refinem ent* In  ad d itio n  to improved methods o f education, 
the coop erative s p ir it  began to be m anifested to a n o ticeab le  ex­
te n t, and a g ric u ltu re  took on new l i f e .  I t  is  f e lt  now by some 
econom ists th a t the cap ac ity  o f a g ricu ltu re  to  support it s  own in-
&
crease in  popu lation  has p ra c t ic a lly  reached the lim it . In  other 
words, Denmark *s fu tu re  popu lation  in crease must look to  in d u stry  
fo r it s  absorp tion  or em igration  w ill be the on ly so lu tio n .
—  .i»". .--inr ninli.--, nil nr. n ...... i ,n ml-Tn—  J i ..... i.--n........... . i iv ' r -n ..........ir.r ui.n ■ m vmir....f . v ia ........ . .11 -jr. mhhi-t.
(4 ) Denmark. 1936, page 18.
(5 ) The Economic Future o f Denmark. Economic Review , Oct. 30, 1932, 
page 364.
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7The numbers em igrating from Denmark bear a d ire c t re la tio n ­
sh ip  to  the sta tu s o f a g ric u ltu re  and it s  a b llt ly  to  abeorfe it s  
own in crease ; in  bad a g r ic u ltu ra l years em igration  in creases. From 
about ten  thousand y e a rly  in  the la te r  h a lf o f the n ineteen th  
cen tu ry, the number o f em igrants f e l l  to  about th ree thousand a t 
the cen tu ry9* c lo se # which marked the re v iv a l in  a g ric u ltu re .
S in ce th a t time the numbers have been in creas in g  (excep ting  the 
war p e rio d ) u n t il now about s ix  thousand em igrate an n u a lly .
Pen in su la r C haracter Denmark*s p en in su lar ch a racte r in  add i­
tio n  to  her s tra te g ic  lo ca tio n  has had much to do w ith  her develop-* 
ment. A p la in s  &rea in  a pen insu la is  a much b e tte r p o lit ic a l u n it 
than 1b  an ex tensive p la in s  reg ion  in  the in te r io r  lik e  H ussia.
As %, consequence, the people in  an area lik e  Denmark are e a s ily  
u n ifie d  and e a r ly  acqu ire s. n a tio n a l consciousness which leads to  
oonquest and expansion. Denmark in  the B a lt ic  and Greece in  the 
M editerranean are both examples o f th is  fa c t.
The p ro p o rtio n a te ly  long co ast- lin e  &f a pen insu la is  condu­
c iv e  to  e a rly  movements o f the people by w ater, e s p e c ia lly  i f  th a t 
coast be indented w ith  e s tu a rie s  and bays. W ith the exception of 
the North Sea co ast, Denmark’ s sh o re- line  is  d ecid ed ly irre g u la r.
The fa c t th a t is lan d s com prise over one-fourth o f the area o f th is  
country m erely in te n s ifie d  th is  tendency to  tu rn  to  the sea.
One of the most v it a l re s u lts  of Denmark’s p en in su lar ch aracte r 
Is  the in su la r ra th e r than co n tin e n ta l ch a racte r o f the c lim a te , 
due to  the fa c t that no p o in t in  Denmark is  very much over th ir ty  
m iles from the sea.
8Strateg ic? Looatlon Denmark’s lo ca tio n  as guardian of the B a lt ic  
has had a very im portant in flu en ce  upon her h is to ry  and her economic 
developm ent, the co u n try’ s s tra te g ic  p o s itio n  was fo rm erly o f 
g rea te r im portance than i t  is  today due p a rtly  to the com petition  
o f the K ie l Canal and to the movement of im portant commerce from  
the B a lt ic  out in to  the North Sea and A tla n tic  Ocean. In  the past 
Denmark and Sweden both strove fo r co n tro l o f the B a lt ic , but the 
H anseatic League, an a f f ilia t io n  o f trad in g  towns led  by Lubeck in  
the fou rteen th  and fifte e n th  ce n tu rie s , obtained possession o f i t  
and kept a to ll- g a te *  Upon the d ec lin e  o f the H anseatic power, 
Denmark was strong enough to  se ize the rig h t to  le v y  t o l l ,  a prac­
t ic e  ^hich she continued u n t il 1857 a t nhlch tim e she was induced 
to  accept a sum of money fo r her supposed r ig h t to  c o lle c t to lls .
The is lan d  o f Zealand , lo ca ted  a t the most used passageway o f 
the B a lt ic , The Sound, has long been the headquarters o f Danish 
co n tro l. The fa c t th a t Copenhagen, s itu a ted  on Drogden Channel in  
The Sound, con tains twenty-one per cent of the e n tire  popu lation  o f 
the country is  a lso  s ig n ific a n t. Denmark’ s p o s itio n  between two 
seas has been instrum ental in  b u ild in g  up an im portant export and 
tra n s it  trad e . I t  is  fa r  more econom ical fo r la rg e  sh ips to drop 
th e ir  cargos a t Copenhagen fo r fu tu re  d is tr ib u tio n  in  sm aller boats 
than to  journey on in to  the B a lt ic  making innum erable stops a t in ­
s ig n ific a n t ports*
La titu d e  and Longitude D espite the sm all land area o f Denmark, 
the country s tre tch es over three degrees in  la titu d e  and seven in  
lo n g itu d e , due to the fa c t th a t over one-fourth o f the area co n sists  
of is lan d s. The la titu d e  (54-67 degree® no rth ) is  comparable ton our
co n tin en t to  the James Br? area, a reg ion  inhab ited  by nomadic fu r-  
trap p ers and Eskim os and having l i t t l e  in terco u rse  w ith  the out­
side w orld. Sh arp ly con trasted  w ith such a p ic tu re  is  Denmark 
w ith  her in te n se ly  c u ltiv a te d  farm s, coop erative o rg an isa tio n s, 
l iv e ly  trad e , sp lend id  schoo ls, and good com munications. Th is ad­
vanced s o c ia l and economic con d ition  may be la rg e ly  a ttrib u te d  to  
the fa c t th a t Denmark is  surrounded by com paratively warm se*e, 
re s u ltin g  in  a m aritim e ra th e r than a co n tin en ta l c lim a te , end 
th a t g reat com m ercial and in d u s tr ia l co u n tries— FJnrland, Germany, 
and Sweden— lie  on every s id e . Her nosifcion may not be q u ite  as 
en viab le  as th s t o f Holland or Belgium , but Denmark*s lo ca tio n  
w ith  re feren ce  to  trade is  d is t in c t ly  an asse t. D eepit her north­
e r ly  la titu d e , the A tla n tic  srives Denmark an «enable clim ate  th at 
perm its the growth o f ex ce lle n t green p astu re , roo t crops o f many 
v a r ie t ie s , and the h a rd ie r grain®  such as b a rle y , rye , ?nd oats*
The c lim ate  is  e v id e n tly  fa r from d etrim en ta l to h ea lth , since  
th is  country*s death ra te  is  one o f the low est in  the w orld.
P h y s ic a l Kefclofts Denmark is  g e o lo g ic a lly  a you th fu l country; 
except fo r present-age form ations such as peat bogs, marshes, *nd 
dunes, the country co n s is ts  o f denosite o f the g la c ia l period  la id  
over a substratum  co n sistin g  of the two im m ediately preceding geo­
lo g ic  periods. The is lan d  o f Bornholm is  an exception to  the la s t  
statem ent, since i t  is  a llie d  g e o lo g ica lly  to  Sweden and conse­
q uently co n s is ts  of more p rim itiv e  rock* The o ld est rock in  Den­
mark proper is  ch a lk , which in  most cases lie s  deep below the g la ­
c ia l deposits but which outcrops a t variou s p laces, near A alborgaod 
on the is lan d  of i*oen fo r in stance (see  s o il map). Im portant lim e
and cement industries have been developed at suo« placee.
Denmark is really an extension northward of the great plain of 
northern Germany, where n o  hard rock appears on the surface but is 
“buried under from fifty to four-hundred feet of- drift, the glacial 
deposits vary greatly aa to depth and composition. The variations 
in depth are largely responsible for the variations in Denmark’s 
topography; the variations in composition have given the country a 
soil that differs widely from place to place.
Denmark is uniformly low; no point much exceeds five hundred 
feet in elevation. The interrupted m ture of the country result­
ing from the fact that islands comprise almost a'third of the total 
area is a more serious obstacle to land transportation than is te-* 
The maximum height is reached in the Hiamiel-Sjerg dis­
trict eround Aarhus which gives rise to the only river of any con­
siderable sise in Denmark*,, the Gudenaa, rhich i* eighty mi lee in 
length. There ere a ^reat many hills 325-500 feet in height, the 
highest of which is E;jer Bavnehoj in southeast Jutland, it attains 
the height of about 565 feet. The Svendbcrg Hills on the island of 
Funen are about four hundred feet in height, while the maximum, 
elevation of Zealand is only about 360 feet. Although Denmark is 
low, it is not so in the sense that Holland is, for the glacier has 
given the country a variety of landscape that is q^ite pleasing to 
the eye (see Fig. 5).
One cannot expect to find well-defined physical regions in a 
country which is only one-fourth the size of the state of Iowa.
Three main region© may, however, be distinguished on the basis of 
soil differences which came about largely as a result of the g la c ie r
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It Is thought that the edge of the glacier remained for a long 
time along a line from north to south through central Jutland. A 
ridge of morainal hills crosses the peninsula at this supposed 
resting place from the southern frontier to Dolleru? where it turns 
sharply west reaching the forth Sea south of Lersvig. Westward from 
this moreInal belt is a fluvio-glacial foreland produced by the 
outwash of sand and gravel from the ice front, forming the heath 
district, which 1© represented on the soil map in red. East of 
this line In the greater part of the Islands and along the eastern 
coast of Jutland, the landscape is of the ground-raoraine type with 
numerous ponds and depressions ee contrasted with the comparatively 
level moor, heath, and peat-""eg area stretching away to the west*
In general the soil in eastern Jutland and in the islands is more 
fertile than the sandy, gravelly soil of the western area. The 
third physical region in Denmark stretches along the western coast 
of the peninsula. In the south is found a marsh area, but farther 
horth, stretching for a distance of about two-hundred miles, is a 
belt of sand-dunes varying in width from five-hundred yards to 
seven miles. Proceeding from east to west in Denmark we find, 
therefore, the undulating, raorainic hills of the islands and east­
ern Jutland giving way to rather level heath, moor, and peat-bog, 
and finally to sand-dune and marsh, the whole area tends to slope 
gently down to the west, thus exposing in the east the limestone 
layer that underlies the glacial deposits. For this reason the 
beat harbors are found on the eastern coast of Jutland rather than 
on the west.
Figure six brings out in a striking fashion the correlation
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e x is tin g  between these p h ys ica l reg ions and the d is tr ib u tio n  c f 
popu lation . The densest popu lation  Is  found in  the more f e r t ile  
areas o f the is lan d s and o f the eastern  coast o f Ju tla n d , whereas 
In  the heath d is t r ic t  w ith it s  poor e o l1$ population  is  sparse,
A ll o f the beet sugar fa c to rie s  except on? are lo cated  on the 
is la n d s  where s o il cond itions are su ita b le  to the c u ltiv a tio n  o f 
the sugar beet.
Since Denmark is  a re c e n tly  g la c ia te d  country one would n a tv-
v4 ir a lly  expect i t  to con tain  many lakes. Lakes and ponds are found
alm ost everywhere in  the country, but t i l  are q u ite  sm all. The 
la rg e s t are A rreso and Esronso in  Zealand. The co u n try 's  cre chain  
o f b ig  lakes lie s  in  the Sllfceborg  d is t r ic t  re s t o f Aarhus, drained  
by the Gxidenea.
S in ce the coast is  nowhere more than about th ir t y  to fo rty  
m iles away, none o f the w atercourses can a t t r in  m y g reat e lse .
T h is fa c t , in  con junction  w ith  the sm all f a l l  o f the r iv e rs  due to  
Denmark fs general In ?' e le v rtio n , lim its  se rio u s ly  the p o s s ib ility  
o f much w rter powar development in  th is  country. The rid g e  o f h il ls  
running north and south through Ju tle n d  a c t as a ra te r  p a rtin g  be­
tween the North Sea and the Kattegat* The North See re ce ive s  the 
m te rs  o f the S to r, S k jlm a , and the. T frd e ; the K atteg at re ce ive s  
the Qudenae. I t  was in  the e a rly  days o rly  th a t these r iv e rs  were 
of any im portance to tran sp o rta tio n . T h e ir im portance as producers 
*• ■ ]' ■ of power w ill be d iscussed la te r .
W ith  the exception c f the North Sea co ast, Denmark’ s co a s tlin e  
is  very ir re g u la r and deeply indented by the so -ca lled  Hfio rd s * , 
which do no t, however, compare in  depth or length  w ith  the m agni|l-
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cent fiords of lorway. The country, which is about sixteen and 
**• one-half thousand sq^ ie re miles in area, has el'out 4600 miles of
coastline or a Id out one mile for every 36 square miles of territory. 
This is about twice the average length of coastline per square mile 
for ~urope si a whole, (about one mile for every 75 square miles of
- : territory). Every part of Denmark is easily accessible to the sea, 
a fact which is distinctly advantageous to a country whose main 
articles of export are the perishable agricultural products: but­
ter, bacon, and eggs. This great length of coastline has developed 
8: race of good seamen; Denmark depends on tbe returns from her mer­
chant, marine bb ;/ell es those from agriculture to maintain a favor­
able balance of trade.
The western end north-western coast of Denmarl; is dangerous 
for navigation and deficient in good harbors. Esbjerg is at present 
the only one of any importance. The1'need of good harbors on the 
west coast due to Denmark’s important commercial relationships with 
England has letL to the commencement of tmo harbors at Eirtehale and
■W ' '
He net holm. The danger of this coast is being minimized by the con­
struction of breakwater* and by lighthouses. From Calais to the 
tip of The Skew, a line of bsrs swinging in regular, gentle curves 
has been built up by wind and wave3. The swift flood tide pouring 
through the English Channel into the southern part of the North Sea 
has played a large part in the building up of reefs and barriers.
In places storm waves have broken through these barriers, forming 
lagoons such as the Ringkjobing and Liim Fiords.
The Hingkjobing Fiord covers an area of about 110 a?fuare miles} 
but it is not useful for navigation, since it is accessible to
13
veseel? drswing only six feet of water. In addition, entrance to 
t h e  lagoon is very dangerous due to the shifting cf sand-bars.
Fine dust particles in tbe &ir greatly favor the formation of fog, 
a constant phenomenon in this locality, thus adding to the dangers 
of navigation. The Liim Fiord is of importance to the fishing 
industry, Tt if H network of sc.lt lagoons connecting, the Horth Sea 
with the Kattegat and making northern Jutland an island group, 
this b o -called # f l  ord* covers an area of about six-hundred s q u a r e  
miles, rhich may he divided into three districts. The western sec­
tion is cut o f f  from the sea except for the entrance by % sandy •' 
strip scarcely hr I f  a mile wide in so r.e places. The entrance on 
this side as well as the one on the east is seldom more than twelve 
feet in depth. Tbe western area is connected by a narrow channel 
with a lacustrine district abounding in fish in which are located a 
group of islands* the largest of which is called Mors, Beyond these 
islands, this central section of the tdim Fiord merges into an en­
closed sea of over 180 square miles in extent with bays and gulfs 
branching off from it. Mast of this central region beginning- at 
about Aalborg is a long channel, nowhere over a mile in width, con­
necting the inland sea *>ith the Kattegat.
In the southern part o f  Denmarkfs Horth Sea coast, storm waves 
are slcvly destroying the Horth Frisian Islands. In places this 
destruction is being stopped by protective shore erork. These is&ands 
were supposed to have started as barrier reefs built up by strong 
tidal currents and by winds. The shallow lagoons enclosed by them 
were thought to have been gradually filled up, forming marsh land. 
Then a change came about iue perhaps either to a slight subsidence
of the area or to an inert*aed range of tidal currants, and the 
barriers were ’broken, the sea entered, and reclaimed the mar she#, 
leaving the islands .as we n o ® fcno* the®. The flsaish slope sea- 
rarl is very gradual indeed. One hundred foot depths are found 
no nearer than thirty-six miles off the coast. As e consequence, 
approach hy large vessels is rather iifficult and dangerous.
Put to the slight tilt upwards as one proceeds east, the 
underlying bed of limestone la exposed in places. Better harbors, • 
therefore, are found on the east coast of Jutland than on the ’test. 
The number of safe little harbors in east Jutland and on the.islands 
were great incentives to early movements by water in days when 
smell vessels ware used, the diring deeds of the hold Tilting® are 
stories familiar to everyone.. The islands have irregular shore­
lines daenly indented by estuaries. Zealandfs shore line is espe­
cially fantastic with its estuaries, spits, end promontories. In 
places the island coasts need protection from the sea by dikes; 
large areas of low-lying; land of this type have been reclaimed from 
the sea.
Dennsarfc controls the three natural oassageways between the 
Bel tic and the forth Sea, although she no longer charges ’♦Sound 
does* for using the Drogden Channel lying between taftger and A~lt- 
holw. Of the three oa&safteways-the Little Belt, lying between 
Jutland and fune.n, the Big Belt between Funen and Zealand, and The 
Sound, situated between Zealand and Sweden, the last is by far the 
straightest, easiest channel for navigation. The Sound is funnel- 
shaped with the broad end opening into the Baltic; it is only three 
riles wide at the- northern end, but at the south it attains a T?idth
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of about fifteen miles. It is about thirty miles long and varies 
In da^tb from twenty-four to over a hundred feet. Ships use tbe 
Broaden Channel lying between Middle Ground shoal end Saltholm 
fiat on the east and Zealand and Amap-er on the we at (aee Fig. 1). 
The Sound is by far the most used of all the three passageways into 
the Baltic. Orly tbr«e times in history, in 1306, 1830, and 1836, 
has tbe Sound been completely frozen over.
Both the Great end Little Belts ere danperou* to navigation 
due to the presence of currents, numerous Islands and sbo*Xs. and 
of drifting ice in winter. The Greet Pelt, about forty miles in 
length with an average width of shout, ten. miles, is quite deep, 
varying from about 36 to 166 feet in deoth. The Little Belt on 
the otber hand is comparatively shallow, varying in depth from 
about 30 to 130 feet. At its northern end it is less than a mile 
in width. . The Little Belt la used teery little indeed.
The three passageways lead into the Kattegat at the north.
This strait ia about 150 miles long and ninety miles wide at its 
extreme breadth. Its depths are very unequalj in the re at the 
dee neat oortions are fro*' 4-0-65 feet in depth, whereas In the east­
ern part they vary from 100*S00 feet, navigation is quite dangerous 
in the Kattegat due to the numerous shoals and frequent stormy 
winds. The SKager-^ack connecting the Kattegat with the !?orth Sea 
Is about 130 miles long and 80 miles wide. It is shallow near Jut­
land, but close to Borway it attains depths of over two thousand 
feet. The 3keger-Hsck is subject to violent north-west storms.
The currents in the waters surrounding Denmark are of interest. 
The main current out of the Baltic is rapid and strong; in windy
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weather it soon becomes rough and In calm weather there ie usually 
a good deal of fog. A current, washing the west coast of Jutland, 
enters the Skager~Rack and may even be observed on the Swedish 
coast opposite The Skaw. This stream then turns outwards and fol­
lows the west coast of Norway. The ebb and flow of tides may be 
observed as far as this current extends. Further in the tides 
become increasingly obscure. From this last mentioned current 
another branchess off and enters the Baltio through the deep chan­
nels of the Belts under the less saline water above.
The salinity of the water decreases as one goes eastward! 
the North Sea is scarcely less salty than the Atlantic, in the 
Kattegat and Sound the proportion is reduced to half (at least on 
the surface), and near Leningrad the water is almost fresh. The 
salinity varies greatly from time to time due to differences in
the velocity of the wind and to seasonal variations in the flow 
of rivers entering the water. The following table from Suess, 
*The Face of the Earth11 demonstrates the increase in salinity as 
one approaches the Atlantic from The Sound:
Ice conditions in the waters surrounding Denmark depend 
largely on the severity of the winters. Stories of extreme cold 
spells in the past which have frozen these waters over completely
Salinity in The Sound 
Salinity off Danish coast of Kattegat 
Salinity at Skagens Rev in Skager Rack 
Salinity in adjacent North Sea
1.25 per cent 
2.33 per cent 
3*00 per cent
3.25 per cent
(6) Suess, S., •The Face of the Earth*, Vol. II, page 397.
have encouraged the idea that perhaps climatic conditions have 
been slowly changing. Upon Investigation this belief has proved 
to be unfounded. There is usually a fringe of ice around most of 
the coast in mid*winter with the exception of the north Sea. The 
channel also may contain floating ice, but the area Is seldom ice­
bound for more than two or three months at a time.
Climate Situated about flfty^five degrees north of the equator 
Denmark, due to her insular character, possesses a climate far more 
suited to the support of an advanced civilization than do many 
regions in the same latitude, as for instance the Lake Baikal dis­
trict in Central Asia. Yet her climate is far from congenial; 
much damp, cloudy weather is experienced with raw, chilling, west
and south-west winds. Copenhagen enjoys only about fifty days of
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sunshine during the year. Calm weather for many days in succession 
is quite unusual. There are no great climatic regions in a country 
as small as Denmark, although in general the temperature extremes 
are slightly less on the islands than in the interior of Jutland, 
where conditions are somewhat more continental. On the whole, Den­
mark *s climate is rather similar to that of eastern Scotland and 
England, but its range in temperature is slightly greater, due to 
closer proximity to the great, interior land mass of Russia with 
its continental extremes.
8
About 23 to 24 inches of rain fall annually In Denmark, two- 
thirds of which are precipitated in the months, May to November.
(7) Foght, H. f., g m a l  De.naarjc and its Schools, page 3.
(8) Denmark. 1936, page 16.
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This quantity is sufficient for most crops In a region whsre the 
rate of evaporation is comparatively slight* Central Illinois re­
ceives on the average about 38 Inches of rainfall annually, two-
9
thirds of It also falling in the months mentioned abowe. In Den-
10
mark, however, the wettest month is September, whereas in central 
Illinois it is May, Generally speaking, the amount of precipita­
tion decreases from west to east, the western coast of Jutland re­
ceiving about 37 inches and Zealand only 33,
Extremes of temperature are not great in Denmark, the annual 
range amounting to about 38 to 30 degrees, which is quite small in
comparison with the range of 49*3 in central Illinois* In Denmark
11
the range in temperature for the four seasons is as follows!
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Season Range (Degrees Fahrenheit)
Winter 32.9-33.8
Spring 39.3-42.8
Summer 57.2-60.8
Fall 44,6-49.1
From the table above, it is evident that Denmark1s summers are rel­
atively cool, especially when compared with those experienced in 
central Illinois, while the winters are comparatively mild. The 
growing season, even in the northern-most part of the country,
(9) Hosier, J. G., Climate of Illinois, page 48, University of Ill­
inois AgriculturaTTxpeHmenlTlafion, Bulletin No. 86.
(10) Harvey and Reppien, penmaxjt, and the Dpn.ee, page 19.
(11) Ooreneen, S., Dflpl.a.h Aglfiultug.S afld lte Coogeratlye gystem, 
World Agriculture, August 19327
averages about 150 days, which is sufficiently long to allow such 
grains as wheat, rye, barley, and oats to mature,
Denmark*s climate has, however, tended to make dairying of 
paramount importance. Although the growing season is long enough
to allow maturation of the principal grains with the exception of
. .i ; • • ... ; ;i- . . ? , • : ; . s . . . ;< , • 
rice and corn, the cool, damp summers, the fact that about tv$~
thirds of the year is cloudy and that the wettest month is Seotem- 
ber, all tend to impair at times the quality of the crop harvested. 
Such harvests may, however, be used to advantage as fodder for 
cattle or swine. Rye and oats, both of which are rather well 
adapted to cool, moist climates are consequently of more importance 
than wheat, which demands a fairly dry, sunshiny maturation period, 
The short growing season of barley makes it entirely suitable to 
this country. The cool, moist weather is favorable to the growth 
of luxuriant grasses, and the problem of keeping dairy produce 
fresh is minimized.
Natural Resources Paucity of natural resources other than the 
soil certainly has been a contributory factor of great importance 
in the remarkable development that has taken place in Danish agri­
culture and incidentally in the cooperative movement, Denmarkfs 
greatest, most valuable resource is her soil, and, considering the 
generally poor quality of it, she has accomplished great things.
**The sandy detritus of the ice age, the scrapings of hard crystalline
rocks, has given Denmark more poor than good land, and much of it
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we could know by no other name than a •hungry* soil.•
(13) Haggard, H. R., Rural Denmark and its Lessons, page 174, quo­
tation from a Report of the Scottish Agricultural Commiseion, 
1904,
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In general tbe soil on the islands and in the eastern part of 
Jutland is quite fertile, being a olay loam (see fig. S). In 
central and north Jutland, the acidic heath soil is sandy, gravely 
and in places peaty* Along the Horth Sea coast lie dunes in the 
north and roar she s in the south* The general poor character of 
the land h a  made the keeping of livestock virtually a necessity, 
and Danish farmers, in addition to the use of animal excrement, 
employ artificial fertilisers to enrich their mediocre soil#* In 
the peninsula especially, an effort has been mad® very largely 
under the auspices of the Danish Heath Society to improve the 
character of the soil by marling, diking, draining, irrigating the 
upland moors, afforestation, and by ploughing to air the soil 
thoroughly. The Danish Heath Society has discovered at least 
1700 marl deposits to which portable railroads have been built to 
transport to the farmers this valuable neutralizer of acid soils. 
Plantations of red spruce and mountain firs have been laid out in 
many places. Marshland, especially that along the western coast, 
has been partially reclaimed by diking and draining* The shifting 
sands of the North Sea strip have been "fixed* by planting, and as 
a consequence no longer cause destruction by drifting in over the 
cultivated areas* .
The shallow waters surrounding Denmark abound in fish; fishing 
has been therefore an activity of so a note since an early date*
Its relative insignificance as compared with agriculture, however, 
is indicated by the small proportion of the population (a little 
over one per cent) engaged in it (see Fig. 4). In 1936 the export 
Of fish from Denmark was valued at less than six millions of
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dollars a® compared with tbe export value of slaughterhouse pro-*
ducts or of dairy produce, which amounted in each case to about
13
ISO millions of dollars*
Banish fishing is of two main types: coastal fishing for
plaice, cod, eels, herring, and mackerel, making use of stationary
equipment such as traps, stake-nets, and various kinds of seines,
drift nets, and hooks; and deep sea fishing for haddock, plaice,
and cod, which is carried on from larger vessels using the Danish
seine. Fresh water fishing is insignificant when compared with
the sea fishing# Home markets are supplied mainly by the coastal
fisheries, while most of the catch for export to Germany, Great
Britain, Sweden, France, and Switzerland is largely supplied by
th# sea fisheries of the north and west coast ports* The total
catch in 1926 amounted to over I b O  million pounds with a value of14
something less than ten millions of dollars*
Denmark is very deficient in minerals, resembling Holland in 
this respect* No important commercial deposits of coal, petrol­
eum, or metals are known, although some coal is found and used on 
W a e island of Bornholf. Bog iron and peat, located mainly in 
Jutland, are used to some extent. During the war period when 
Danish coal supplies from England were out off, peat was used more 
extensively than usual* It is estimated that about 215 million, 
tons of this fuel of a quality suitable for utilization is avail­
able, and at the present rate of consumption (1920) it will last 
15 f
for centuries.
(13) BsMfttt* m ? ,  page 96*
(14) Ibid?, page 74.
(15) Economic Review, November 18, 1931, page 43*
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Utilization of Peat 
T ea r  .Tone
1916 380,000
1917 1,300,000
1918 3,000,000
1919 1,500,000
1920 2,086,000 17
About two and one-half ton® of this peat are equivalent to one of 
coal, This fuel will probably continue to be of some importance 
locally especially when, due to strikes or war, the foreign coal 
supply is curtailed; but British coal can be shipped from the New­
castle Field to Copenhagen almost a© cheaply as to London. Chalk, 
which is found almost everywhere, is quarried in greet quantities 
where it outcrop® and is very important In the cement industry. 
Clay and sand are used in the making of tile, while the kaolin of 
Bornholm is important in the china ware industry. The w e  of num­
erous marl deposits for sweetening acid soils has already been 
mentioned* Granite used for building and paving purposes is 
quarried in Bornholm. After surveying this decidedly poor array 
of minerals end building stones, it is not difficult to discover 
why Denmark1s interests are ©o largely agrarian.
The smallest of the three Scandinavian countries, unlike its 
larger sisters, possesses ohly a limited amount of available water 
power; there are no high mountains in Denmark and no large rivers. 
As early as 1900, electricity began to be used to quite an extent 
in agriculture. Snail plant* were installed on single farm* in 
connection with windmills. By 1905 small rural villages began
£3
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(16) Supplement Commerce Reports, October 1920.
(17) Economic Review, Jfovember 18, 1931, page 42.
ereoting plant® usually employing coal to generate electric power. 
The electricity was generally used in connection with a coopera­
tive dairy, furnishing power at the same time for the farmers in 
the neighborhood.
For centuries water power had been Utilized by small mills 
located on Denmark’s rivers and brooks. With the advent of the 
World War, coal prices soared skyward, resulting in an investiga­
tion and consequent development of the country1s potential water 
power. It was discovered that there were only one or t ?o places 
suitable for power sites on the islands, since the extension of 
the country in all directions is so short and the elevation so low* 
lost of the suitable sites are located in west Jutland where, un­
fortunately, the sparsest oopulation is also found* The Gudenaa, 
the longest river in Denmark, offered the best ooportunity for 
power development, and, the first large water power station was 
constructed on this river as a result of an act of the Danish Par­
liament in 1918* This plant has been working for some years. Up 
to December, 1923, five commissions for the construction of five 
large power stations had been granted by the government, partly to 
solve the problem of unemployment as well as of power* By 1924 
three of these were finished and working, and a fourth was in the
; + - ' > y. ;
process of construction*
The estimated annual production of water power in Denmark is 
about forty to fifty million kilowatt hours, which supolies the
18
country with about one-fourth of its entire electrical consumption.
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(IS) Economic Review, September 3, 1820, page 3 9 1 *
Zealand is largely supplied by power sent from southern Sweden, &
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about 16-7 million kilowatt hours being furnished annually* In 
recent years, negotiations have been carried on between the three 
Scandinavian nations as to the possibility of transmitting electric­
ity on a large scale from Norway through Sweden and across to Hel- 
singor in Denmark, The price of coal will probably have a great 
deal to do with the realization of such a soheme.
Conclusive proof of the former existence of rather extensive 
forests over the whole of Jutland now seems to exist. Trunks of 
oak and fir have been excavated in bogs. Patches of scrub oak, 
hugging the ground closely to escape the fury of the blasts, are 
scattered here and there. In the old burial mounds of the people 
who once inhabited this barren heath and moor district, urns, bear­
ing the impressions of wheat and barley grains, would seem to indi­
cate that these people were agriculturalists and that this waste 
area was once productive. The damage committed by deforestation 
and by the ravages of war and disease which led to the flight of 
the inhabitants was completed by strong west winds that swept sand 
in over the peninsula, choking out the few trees that remained (see 
Fig* 7), Colonel Enrico Dalg&s, becoming convinced that this waste 
area could be reclaimed for cultivation, pasture, or forest, or­
ganized in 1866 the Danish Heath Society. A very important feature 
in the program of this organization was the planting of trees (see 
Fig, 8), Sixty years ago there were only two hundred square miles 
of forest land in Jutland, while today there are more than seven
(19) Swedish Kommersiella Maddelanden, United States Bureau Foreign 
andTftome8tic Commerce.'fleeirical Equipment Division.
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hundred (1922). Some of these older plantations have been cut 
©Tflrer and are actually yielding a profit on the investment.
Denmark is, however, relatively poor in forests; only about
8.5 per cent of the entire area is forested, a percentage which 
places the nation in the same class with such poorly forested coun­
tries as Great Britain, Hetherland8, Greece, and Italy. Denmark is
far below the average for Europe as a whole, which is 33.1 ner 
21cent. About one-half of the forested area is located on the is­
lands, the rest being in Jutland, One-fourth is state owned, one-
fourth in the oossession of corporations and institutions of pub-
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lie utility, while the rest (fifty per cent) is privately owned. 
These forests are exploited in a most scientific manner, about 
eighty-five per cent of the whole forested area being worked under 
plans drawn up by experts and approved by controlling authorities.
There is not a grest variety in Denmark*s forest flora. Beech 
was formerly the predominating type, but, due to the system of 
planting in the last half century, the conifers are now in predomi­
nance. The following- table based on figures given in the wStatis-
.
ttisk Aarbog# for 1926 gives the percentage under each class:
Conifers 54.5 per cent
Deciduous 45.5 per cent 
of which
Beech 31.0 per cent
Oak 5* 0 per cent
All others 9,5 per cent
(20) Nielsen, R,, Bowr?Denmark Turned More th^n 2500 Square Miles of 
Wweless Land Into Forests and Fields, World Agriculture, Sep- 
tember, 1922.
(21) Dietrich, B* F. A., European Forests and their tmilgation. 
Economic Geography, April 1923.
( 3 2 )  Forests and Forestry, International institute of agriculture,
Bureau of statistics, Home, 1925.
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usually planted on the new plantations.
The annual out in Denmark exceeds the annual growth, and the
33
country must import (783,400 cubio metres in 1926) from her 
Scandinavian neighbors.to supply her needs.
The red spruce end mountain pine are the two types of conifers
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
T h r ee Distinct lationgt The three Scandinavian nations, origi­
nally of the same race and language, have each developed individual 
national characteristics, due very largely to their differing geo­
graphic environments. They have been united under one ruler at 
various times in their histories, but geographically these three 
countries-Norway, Sweden, and Denmark-are quite separate and dis­
tinct* As a consequence, perfect unity, especially between Norway 
and Sweden, which are separated by a high mountain barrier, is 
difficult to maintain. The three peoples differ a good deal in 
temperament, and this point, in conjunction with the fact that the 
problems of each nation are different due to dissimilar physical 
environments, explains their inability to long remain in a union. 
The World War drew them closer together than they have been for a 
long time, and it will certainly be to the advantage of all three 
if they continue to cooperate in this fashion, especially with 
regard to their international policies.
Brief Summary Denmark’s history is that of a country forced in
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early growth and then stifled, a proceeding, characteristic of 
small areas, especially peninsulas, that become unduly conspicuous. 
Before the birth of Christ, a wave of migration swept southward 
from Jutland to the Homan Empire, but it was promptly repulsed. 
Again in the fifth century A. D. another wave of migration swept 
out of Jutland and succeeded in conquering England. The Vikings,
28
Chapter I I
( 2 4 )  o e m p le ,  E l l e n  C . , I n f l u e n c e s  o f  G e o g r a p h i c  E n v i r o n m e n t .
people from the Danish Islands, Norway, and Sweden, in about 800
A, D. raided the shores of Europe, Great Britain, and Ireland,
colonized the islands in the northern Atlantic, settled Greenland,
and were said to have attempted colonisation of Horth America*
This indomitable spirit is still manifest in the splendid fashion
in which Denmark has gone about the improvement of her interior
since the loss in 1864 of Slesvig and Holstein* In a little more
than fifty years she has converted more than £500 souare miles of
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waste land into forests and farmland.
The rising power of Denmark reached its apex in the thirteenth 
century during the reign of Ifaldemar the Victorious, who Succeeded 
in conquering the Wends of northern Germany and even in establish­
ing & Danish province as far east as Usthonia. The Baltic at that 
time was virtually a Danish Sea, This power, lost after Valdemarfa 
death, was partly regained once more by 1375, Although Norway 
united with Denmark in 1380, it was not until the Union of Kalmar 
in 1397, a constitution whose main object was the perpetual union 
of Scandinavia, that the three Scandinavian countries were united. 
This union, which was frequently broken and renewed, was finally 
dissolved in 1523 by Swedenfe withdrawal. Norway, which is much 
more closely related geographically to Denmark than to Sweden, re­
mained under Danish rule until after the Napoleonic Wars when she 
was given to Sweden (1815). Although Sweden was strong enough to 
break away in 1523, Skane , the southern tip of this country, very 
similar to Denmark and easily accessible to it, remained under
(25) Nielsen, R., How Denmark turnea more .than 2^0 Square .ales 
of Useless Land into Forests and Fields, World Agriculture, 
August 1932.
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Danish rule until 1858. The territory of Denmark was further re­
duced in s i z e  in 1864 when the duchies Slesvig and Holstein were 
lost to Prussia* At the close of the World WtT a plebiscite was 
belt? in this area. The northern sone, which comprises an area a 
little larger than the state of Rhode Island (1502 square miles), 
voted for union with Denmark, but the central and southern zones 
remained with Germany.
It is noteworthy that Denmark, the smallest of the Scandi­
navian countries, should have been powerful enough to rule the 
other two. The explanation undoubtedly lies in the fact that 
Denmark1s geographic environment is the least rigorous and her 
position the most strategic. In contrast to the mountainous char­
acter of Norway and Sweden, Denmark is mostly plains region, which 
makes both cultivation and communication easy*
Buffer State Denmark lies in the midst of strong rival powers 
all anxious to control the Baltic. She, like Holland, is clearly 
a buffer state and owes her existence to the grutual jealousies of 
these rivals. Scandinavia is most at ease when her two greatest 
enemies, Germany and Russia, are at odds with one another. Ger­
many , with her limited coastline, is an ever-oresent threat to 
Denmark * s equanimity.
Colonies Greenland is Denmark *s only colonial possession. The 
Faroe Islands are a part of the kingdom itself, while Iceland is 
an independent country which acknowledges the same king as Denmark. 
The Virgin Islands, that formerly belonged to Denmark, were bought 
by the United States in 1918 for twenty-five million dollars.
Chapter III
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DAHISH AGRICULTURE 
General Description “Riding or driving through Denmark today 
(1910) is like riding through Illinois or any other of the farming 
regions of the Middle Western States, with the exception that the 
fields are smaller and the numbers of men* cattle, and homesteads
26
is much larger than one will see in any part of the United States." 
One would be impressed by the large proportion of cultivated land, 
since Denmark*s policy is to raise as much surplus as possible to 
be converted into milk and meat products. There are few fences, 
since there is no necessity for them, The animals are not allowed 
to roam about at will, feeding in a desultory manner and stamping 
down much of the grass in the process, but are usually tethered in 
rows in pastures of green crops such as clover or lucerne (see Fig. 
9). This necessitates that water be brought them and that they 
be moved forward four or five times a day. When it is cold the 
cows are blanketed. The cattle are stall-fed a good part of the 
year depending on the weather (6-9 months). They are usually one 
of two breedsi the black and white Jutland or the Red Danish breed, 
b o U i  of which have been greatly improved b y  breeding (see Fig. 10).
The farm buildings are neat in appearance, often built low 
with thatched roofs and clean white-washed walls (see Fig.11). 
Usually thfy are lit by electricity and are equipped with modern 
conveniences. The enclosed manure heap and round liquid manure 
tank are common sights as are the low9roofed buildings in which the
(36) Washington, B. T . , Man Farthest D o w n , page 3£4.
swine art kept. Frequently, on the erne11-holdings especially,
Bide lines such as apiculture, poultry-raising, and f r uit-growing 
ere developed in addition to the keeping of cows and swine.
The barns are mode r n  end well-equipped, with a tablet over 
each cow on which various records ere katpt, such as the amount of 
c^ke the animal is receiving, the weight of milk it is giving, and 
so forth {see Fig. IS}* These records are kept by a teeter who 
is sent out by the Control Societies, whose object is the elimina­
tion of inferior cows* Often the cows are milked three times a 
day to insure heav i e r  yields. This, of course, requires a good 
deal of labor as d o  si} intensive types of activity. In England 
labor is sold in the form of expensive, highly-finished textiles; 
in Denmark it is sold in the form of high-priced butter and bacon, 
b o t h  of which hsve a world-wide reputation.
The farmers themselves are almost invariably well-informed and 
interested in anything new concerning their work. The c o u n t r y 1® 
welfare is dependent upon the success of agriculture. Consequently, 
m e n  who are tillers of the soil are prominent in Denmark *s politics, 
and legislation almost always furthers the interests of agriculture.
Importance There can be no question as to the vital pladt 
agriculture occupies in the economic structure of Denmark. A coun­
try with no coal, iron, or other important minerals except clay, 
with only a little over eight per cent of her total area in for­
ests, a n d  with no w?< ter-oo^er to speak of must turn to her remain­
ing resources: namely, the soil and the sea. Fishing, however, 
supports only a little over one per cent of the population, whereas 
about twenty-six times tht*? number are dependent upon agriculture
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(including horticulture and silviculture) for a living. This num­
ber (1,037,521 in 1931) does not Include those people and their 
dependents engaged In creameries, slaughter-houses, and so forth, 
who, after all.., ere indirectly dependent upon agriculture for 
support.
The percentage of gainfully employed population engaged in 
agriculture in Denmark is high, especially in comparison with a 
h i ghly industrialised country like Belgium. The proportion is not 
©o large as that in Hungary, another level country, which is domi­
nantly agriculture!, yet D e n m a r k fs percentage is larger than that 
in the U n ited States* Hungary*s percentage is unus u a l l y  large be­
cause her people are still In the somewhat primitive stage of 
development in which manufacturing has no place. Their position 
n o w  is somewhat comparable to Denmark's in the latter part of the 
lest century. Denmark's superior location and the progressive 
character of her people are largely responsible for the differ­
ences in the two countries. The following table gives a few of 
the countries with their percentages for purposes of comparison#
Percentage of gainfully employed population exig&ged 
in Agriculture (If. 8. D. A. 1920)
Tear Per cent engaged in Agriculture
Denmark , 1911 40.3
B e l g i u m  1900 21*9
Hungary 1§01 69.7
U n i t e d  States 1910 33.5
Since A griculture is of suoh extreme importance, it is not 
surprising that a little over half of the entire p o p ulation is 
rural. In 1935, 41.6 per cent of Denmark*© peoole lived in settle­
ments of 3000 and over, while the remaining 58.4 per cent comprised
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the rural t ion. This DeTcenta^e la even -renter than that
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in the United S t ates which was 48.6 in 1930, In former years the
3 4
recent years it has shrunk in comparison w i t h  the urban due to 
industrialization and to an increase in the use of agricultural  
machinery, which decreases the number of workmen n eceasry to till 
the soil.
According to the "International Yearbook of Agricultural 
Statlstics^-Rome 1924-25, Denmark has the greatest percentage of 
arable land in the world* This percentage is placed at sixty- 
one per cent of the total area, which is very greet indlled when 
compered with the seven per cent of Argentina* The following
table gives the oercentages of various selected countries;
28
Percentage of Total Ares Considered Arable in 1934
Each year the export of agricultural products comprise© rough-
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ly eighty per cent in value of the total Danish exports. In 1934 
this export of agricultural products amounted to about 257 millions 
of dollars or about seventy-five dollars per capita. Butter is of
(27) Fourteenth Census o£ $h£ United States, 1930, Vol. VI, Pt. 1.
Rural refers to population l i v i n g  outside of incorporated 
place© having 2,500 inhabitants or over.
(28) International Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics. 1924-25, 
Home.
(39) Alfsen, F . , Farm Produce Represents Bulk of Danish Exports. 
Commerce Reports, M arch 30, 1925.
p ropo r t i o n  of rural po ation in Denmark was much larger, but of
Denmark 
Netherlands 
Belgium 
United States 
Argentina
61.0 
28.2
course the biggest export, about seventy per cent of it going to
England, In 1936, Denmark supplied thirty per cent of the world*s
butter export. The accompanying pie graph illustrates the iaipor-^
tant place Denmark- held in international butter trade in pre-war
time? (Fig, 13)*
The amount of capital Invested in p.n industry Is s good index
of its importance. The estimated national wealth of Denmark in
1925 was over 4j b i l l i o n  dollars* *!fo valuation ha® been made of
the money tied up in agriculture, but farm equipment is assessed
at 3,000,000,000 crowns (832 million dollars); if the v^lue of
forests and fisheries is included, the total investment in produce
tion of raw materials is estimated at 7,000,000,000 crowns (about
30
!)- billion dollars)*1. This sum represents about one-third of Den­
mark* & national wealth,
D enmark occupies a high position among &xrcpean countries in 
the production of grain per capita as well as per square mile of 
territory. In 1920 E u r o p e ^  per cap!fca production of all grain was 
ten bushels. Denmark ranked highest among E uropean netions with 
thirty-two as compared with the United States* fifty-five* The 
following figures from Mark J e f f e r s o n’s, "Man in Europe*, show us 
h o w  well Denmark stands with respect to bushels of grain per square 
mile.
Bushels of 1920 Crop of O f ain per Square Mile of Country
Year Denmark Unit e d  Kingdom Germany France
1913 8,095 2,541 7,130 3,810
1920 5,789 2,512 3,776 3,638
( 3 0 )  E s t imated n a t i o n a l  Wap 1 t h  o f  Hemn s r k , Commerce ^ e p s r t c ,  Febru­
a r y  *15, 1926,
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During the war the yield fell off in all countries due, as
Mr. Jefferson states, to a number of reasons5 namely, lack of
farm animals, distrubed labor conditions, and to lack of fert
zer and capital*
The r11-importance of agriculture, animal husbandry in ps
ticular, is again emphasized by the great number of live stocfc
Denmark possesses. During the period 1S21-38, there were in 0
mark on tbe average about seventy-eight cattle end seventy-two
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swine for every hundred persons. Of all the countries in Eur
Denmark stands highest in animal units per square mile, while
animal units per oerson, she ranks first among all independent
32
countries (Irish Free State and Iceland rank higher).
T h e Evolution of Danish Agriculture About fifty years ago, 
Denmark w*s a grain-exporting country. After the lose in 1864 < 
Slesvlg-Holsteln, deplorable conditions were further aggravated 
by the flood of cheao gr^in that enured into the world markets 
from the virgin soil of the Western Hemisphere. Scientific meth­
ods of agriculture, cooperation, education for the masses were 
unknown in this country. Ignorance and poverty were common# The 
soil, only moderately fertile originally, was worn down by the one* 
crop system then in use and the lack of animal fertilizer. In
(31) United States Agricultural Yearbook. 1986*
(32) Huntington, E*, Distribution of Domestic Animals. Economic
Geography, July !§§B7
By animal units is meant in this case the sum of the relative 
values of all animals in the country. The relative values of 
the animals were considered as follows*
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Poultry 0.1 Swine 1.5
Goats 0.5 Llamas 1.5
Reindeer 1.0 Cattle 5.0Dogs (working) 1.0 Horses 13*5
Sheep 1.0 - Mules 17.5
C a m e l s 20.0

about X870 agricaltural methods gi'u^ mXly began to change, and 
Denmark is today an importer of grains and an exporter of the 
products of animal husbandry. Over nine-tenths of her farmers 
own the land they are tilling; Denmark’s rate of illiteracy 
(about two in a thousand) is one of the lowest in the world; in 
cooperation she sets the world its finest example; and her eco­
nomic condition is considered sound and Etable. Denmark’s per
#
capita wealth is #1*260 as compared with the United States1
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2,BOO. The country is very proud of its reputation for having 
very few millionaires as well as very few paupers.
The change from an unintelligent use of the land to a highly 
scientific type of agriculture, from fche raising of grain for 
export to the production of highly-refined animal products has 
been intimately associated with three other movements: namely, 
cooperation in its many diverse forms, education, and the di­
vision of land holdings. All of these three movements have had a 
great deal to do.with the change in Denmark1e agriculture and its 
success. They will be discussed later.
A few comparisons then and now would not, however, be amiss 
here to illustrate the change in agricultural methods in the last 
half century. The accompanying pie graphs (Fig. 14) showing the 
proportion of arable land as compared with land in permanent pas­
ture, are illustrative of the intensification that has taken place 
in agricultural methods. The area of permanent pasture has shrunk 
considerably, because more land is being devoted to raising green 
fodder and concentrated cattle food such as root crops. Cattle
(33) Commerce R e p o r t s . F ebruary 15, 1926.
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In Danmark are usually stall-fed on &rai i, root crops, and concen­
trated cattle-cake which is imported in large quantities, or are 
tethered in rows in pastures of green crop®.
The progress made in agriculture due v**ry largely to the in­
creasing use of scientific methods as well as to the Improved fer­
tility of the soil as a result of the keeping of animals, is well 
demonstrated by figure 15 shewing the size of the harvests since 
1875. The various crops have all been expressed in grain-tons 
according to their food-value in comparison with grain. In the 
lest half century the value of all crops in Denmark has been in­
creased by one hundred per cent.
The increasing Importance of bacon and ham, butter, and. eggs
in Denish exports is clearly shown in figure 18 depicting their
growth since 1850# In the period 1831-1913 fhe value of farm ex-
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ports increased almost six hundred per cent.
The rapid increase in the number of live stock in Denmark 
since 1880 is indicative of the development of the dairy industry 
with swine-raising as an associated activity to utilize the by­
products that might otherwise be wasted. Formerly Danish cattle 
and swine were exported to Germany on hoof, but this was stopped 
after the war with Prussia* The Danes then discovered a market in 
Ingland for finished, Mgh-gr*>de products: namely, bscon end but­
ter. The English breakfast is made complete by Danish eggs, ^hich 
are also largely exported to this country, from figure 31 ?re can 
see that in a period of sixty-five years the number of cattle has
(34) H o w e , F. 0*, D e n m a r k . a Cooperative C o m m o n w e a l t h - page 17-
more than doubled, while the number of swine has been multiplied 
practically ten times. The number of swine was reduced greatly 
during the war, since these animals, due to their fecundity, are 
most easily replaced. By 1933 Denmark^ pre-war number had again 
been attained. The number of horses has been increased somewhat, 
but the rapid decline in the number of sheep is an indication that 
these animals have no place in an intensive use of the land. The 
reclamation of large areas of heath, which were formerly uninhabi­
ted except for a few sheep-herders, may have had something to do 
with the decline in the number of sheep.
Not only has the actual number of cattle been increased but, 
by careful breeding and scientific management, the average yield 
of butter-fat has been increased. In 1864 the average yield of
butter-fat per cow was eighty pounds, in 188? it had Increased to35 36116, in 1908 to 230, and in 1914 it was 340. From data near­
est the year 1914 it may be seen that Denmark ranks fourth in 
average milk production per cow (Fig. 1?)*
By carefully selecting certain strains and seeds and by a 
liberal use of fertilizer, especially animal excrement, the yields 
of various crops have been increased. Since 1878 the average yield 
of wheat per acre has been inoreased greatly. In the period 1878-
1882 it was 31.4 bushels per acre, while in the period 1931-25 the37average was 43.5 bushels. Denmark*s yield in this grain was the
(35) Ibid, page 18.
(36) Journal Department of Agriculture. Ireland, Volume 21, page 26.
(37) United States Department of Agriculture, Department Bulletin Ho. 1458.
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highest in Europe b o t h  before and after the war (see Fig* 18).
There has b e e n  a n  increase also in the yields of various other 
crops, such as potatoes a n d  mangolds, whole yield has been increas­
ed by as much as twenty-five per cent in the period between 1880
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and 1913*
Principal Crops and their Distribution Since Denmark *6 eco­
nomic welfare is largely dependent u pon the export of a high 
q u a lity of butter, bacon, and egg®, her agriculture is based upon 
an intensive use of all avsliable areas, with the cultivation of 
fodder crops holding first place and the growing of wheat and 
other products for direct c o n s umption or for industrial purposes 
occupying second place* There has been a decided tendency to ex­
tend the p o tato and root-crop areas, at the expense of grass fields 
and fallow land, since this type of fodder fits in well with sup­
plementary cattle-cake feeding. The increase in the amount of 
m i x e d  grain sown is also an indication of the importance of animal 
husbandry, since this or&p can be used only as fodder* Figure 19 
showing the u t i l ization of the grain area in 1925 illustrates the 
relative importance of mixed grain, the area devoted to it being 
almost three times that sown in wheat. Oats and barley, both used 
largely in feeding livestock, far exceed wheat in importance*
It is significant that 42,3 per cent of the arable land of 
Denmark, which constitutes such a large proportion of the entire 
area (61^), is devoted to the raising of artificially ©own grasses 
and other forage crops (see Fig. 20). This is only a little lees
(38) Lord Bledisloe and C* T u m o r ,  M M s h  A g r i c u l t u r e . Nineteenth 
Century, Volume 94., December 1923
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than the area devoted to cereals, which is 47,6 per cent. The 
fact that, with the exception of rye and wheat, the cereals, too, 
are largely u s e d  for cattle food merely emphasizes the all-impor­
tance of the animal industry. In normal times a  large part of 
the wheat and rye is also utili z e d  for dodder, b e i n g  replaced by 
imported grain a n d  flour for food. The normal situation is that 
about four times as much grain and feeding stuffs are Imported as 
the amou n t  of grain produced b y  the ouusfcry for home use and ex­
port*
Figure 19, showing the util i s a t i o n  of the grain area in 1925, 
illustrates the importance of oats, barley, mixed seed (usually 
b arley and oats), and rye. These grains are well-fitted to Den­
mark 1s relatively cool, moist climate and to her m o d erately fertile 
soil. The importance of swedes, a rutabaga used for feeding cat­
tle, is clearly indicated b y  figure 21. Many varieties of root- 
crops such as mangels, carrots, turnips, and beets are raised.
Soil variations determine to a large extent the distribution 
of crops in Denmark, since differences in climate, topography, and 
in distance to markets are of relatively slight importance. An
»
examination of the soil m a p  will assist greatly in an u n derstanding 
of the distribution of the m a i n  crops. In general, the acreage 
planted in crops is c o m paratively small in the heath district of 
Viborg, Ringkobing, and Ribe ss well as in the strip of sand dunes 
stretching along the western coast to the tip of the Skaw. The 
greatest acreage is found, as would be expected, in those areas 
co n taining the most fertile soil. Figures 22-28 bear out this 
supposition, the acreage b e i n g  greatest in general in the islands
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snd i n  the strip of fertile land along the eastern coast of the 
peninsula. The wheat map (Fig* 26) illustrates this fact in a 
striking fashion; only the most fertile areas ere planted in this 
crop, whose soil and climatic requirements are more rigid than 
those of rye, for instance.
Oats, rye, mixed grain, and kohlrabi are fiirly evenly distri­
buted with perhaps a slight concentration in ell cases in the pen­
insula. Here the soil is not as fertile as it is in the islands 
or a l o n g  the eastern coast of Jutland, where a concentration of 
dots may toe noted in the case of barley, wheat, and forage beets. 
The fact that a larger percentage of srine is found in the islands 
undou b t e d l y  has some bearing on the concentration in this.area of 
barley and forage beets, two important swine foods {see Fig. 30). 
The dens e r  population of the islands and eastern Jutland is also 
capable of supplying the large amount of labor necessary for the 
cu l t ivation and harve s t i n g  of roots.
The products of animal husbandry are, however, of more impor­
tance than these tillage crops. The former constitute the money 
crop of the farmer, On the small and medium-sized farms, these
prod u c t s  represent more than eigh t y  ner cent of the gross yield of
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agriculture. Figure 31 shows the steady increase in the numbers 
of cattle and swine since 1861. Frojt the maps showing the distri­
bution of cattle and swine in 1925, we may conclude that swine keep* 
ing is more prevalent on the islands where the soil is fertile, the 
population dense, and cultivation intensive. Cattle are raised 
throughout practically the whole of the country.
(39) Denmark, 1926, page 66.
The Dairy Industry The dairy industry is the most dominant 
b r anch of Danish agriculture, Even the small farmers keep five or
six cows, a couple of pigs and horses, and some poultry. A farm
\
of thirty-two acres maintains as many as twenty-five cows, twenty
40
hogs, a n d  six-hundred chickens. The raising of swine is almost 
invariably asso c i a t e d  with the dairy industry, since it fctllizes 
the otherwise wasted by-products* A farmer working on a small 
scale, as is generally the case in Denmark, could not market his 
produce successfully if it were hot for the numerous cooperative 
organizations, which give the producer all the advantages of large- 
seale operation.
Dairy products occupy a very important place in Danish exports.
In 1924 they headed the list of exports in value, b e ing followed
41
rather closely by meet products and then by eggs, Danish imports
also indicate the importance of both dairying and the raising of
swine, for, in 19?4, grain plus grain products and fodderstuffs
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ranked first and second in value in the lists of import*. Tallow, 
oil, and field seed are also imported in large quantities. These 
m a terials sre used in the manufacture of margarine, one of Den­
m a r k ^  principal industries, and as cattle food. Two graphs (Fig, 
32) from the United States Department of A g r i c u l t u r e ^  Bulletin Ho. 
1266 illustrate the increase In imports of oil oake and maize TH&T
(40) Lindeman, I, 0., D e n m a r k : A Rural C u l t u r e . World Agriculture, 
August 1922.
(41) Concise Facts about D e n m a r k , prepared by the American Consul 
General, C o p e n h a g e n , Denmark. (Revised to September 1, 1925)
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) Ibid,
has attended the growth in dairying in the last half century. The 
attractive prices received on foreign markets for Danish butter 
has resulted In the practice of exporting a large proportion of 
this commodity and substituting margarine In its place for bom* 
consumption.
D a i r y i n g  i© well-suited to a country like Denmark, Its cool, 
fairly moist climate produces luxuriant grasses and lessens the 
diffi c u l t y  of keeping dairy produce fresh, furthermore, this cli­
mate tends to impair the quality of the crops harvested, which 
n a turally favors their use in the dairy industry as fodder. The 
returns from d airy products are on the whole higher per sere than 
for the production of meat. D e n m a r k ^  location with reference to 
a market is go d, since she is in the midst of densely populated 
industrial nations. Her best market is the m a nufacturing area of 
eastern England (see Fig. 33). Of late, N e w  Zealand and Australia 
have developed into serious rivals for the possession of the Eng­
lish butt e r  market, b y  far the most important purchaser of this 
commodity in the world. Ireland, another source of d a iry produce 
is also close to England, but Denmark, due to her system of feed­
ing, has the advantage that her supply is year round, whereas 
Ireland*s, as well as the other important butter e x p o r t e r s 1, is 
seasonal (see Fig. 34)* Denmark*s butter bearing the *Lurmarke# 
has, in addition, the advantage of possessing an enviable reputa­
tion for u n swerving good quality.
The high quality of Danish oroduce is largely a result of the 
cleanliness of the Danish people, of cooperative preparation for 
market, and of government control. In the period around 1880,
Prni&h butter produced on srr11 peasants f n n m  w & b inferior and
likely to differ widely in quality* In 1SS2 the average price paid
for this ty*oe of butter was about twenty-five per cent' below that
43paid for butter produced n  tbe large estates. low the amall 
bolder sends M s  milk to a cooperative dairy, where the art of 
butter-making is scientifically known and practiced* Hie milk in 
usually called for by s cart, cooperately o*fned, r h i c h  returns to
♦
him- bis empty cane and a certain percentage (often three-fourths) 
of bis skis milk, rMcb i n  used by him as food for hie svine* The 
skim milk bought by the dairy is used in making cheese, Govern­
ment control ie exercised to maintain Denmark *s reputation abroad* 
Every Danish egg that is destined for export must be stamped with 
the producer*s number ee well as that of the collecting agency. 
Danish bacon a»U butter raust bear the Hl»urmarkeH, the national 
trade-mark (eee Fig. 35). In order to meet the standards set by 
the government, the cooperative organisations Bust necessarily de~ 
mend a certain quality fiom their n*emb#r$»
There has been some apprehension concerning the possible lose 
of the English butter market due to England*a policy of colonial 
oreference. Denmark will either have to find other markets for 
her butter, or she will have to make an effort to escape fro® such 
complete dependence on a few comnodities. Th«re has been of late 
an increase in the manufacture of condensed milk and cheese. The 
change in the destination of Banish butter in a period of ten years 
cleatly indioates the need for greater diversity in export product®.
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(43) U. 8, 0* A* Dept. Bulletin Ho. 1386, page 15*
44Countries Receiving Denmarkfs Butter
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Great Britain
Germany
Switzerland
Other countries 5, 0*
9 3 . 2 $  80.9^ 69.6^
1.4% 5.4> 34,1$
0 . 3 $  3.9$ 4.0%
S.OJl 9.3% 2.3&
From thin table realisation of the seriousaess of the problem fee* 
Ing D a n i s h  butter export is easy. The increase in butter export 
to Germany Is not likely to continue, since the dairy industry in 
this country is likely to recover from the effects of the m r  in 
the near future. The likelihood of finding a new market is not 
extremely probable, and therefore Denmark will have to endeavor to 
d i versify her products f o r  export.
The annual production of milk is estimated at about 3,900,000
metric tons of w h i c h  roughly about 300,000 tons are consumed by
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the p o p ulation as fresh milk (1925). Most of the milk, however, 
is used in making butter, 140,000 tone (metric) of which were pro* 
duced in 1925, requiring about 3,440,000 tone of n e w  milk# The 
rest of the milk is used in m a king cheese, condensed and powdered 
milk, and for cream (about 160,000 tons in 1925)# The various uses 
to which milk was put in 1935 is shown in figure 36. The over­
whelming importance of butter making ie indicated by this graph. 
Usually at least ninety-five p e r  cent of the milk received at the 
cooperative dairies is made into butter. About ten per cent of 
the skim milk and only a small proportion of the fresh is converted 
into eheese. Most of the dairies are n o w  equipped for cheese mak-
(45) D e n m a r k . 1936,— page 67.
ing, and the product! n is increasing each year. There are at 
present a number of dairies that carry o n  the manufacture of con­
densed and powdered milk.
In 1935 about eighty-eight per cent (370,674,000 p o u n d s) of 
the b u t t e r  produced in Denmark was exported. Margarine has re­
placed butter to a large extent on the Danish table. The ee.ti­
ns? ted per cs'pxt* consumption of butter for 1935 was about eleven
pounds as compared with s per capita margarine consumption of forty-
46
five pounds. The destination of this commodity has already been 
discussed. Since 1870 the growth in D e n m a r k 1s butter trade has 
b e e n  enormous (see Fig*. Z?). Importation of this commodity into 
a country that produces such a large surplus seems odd, but at 
times cheap butter from the Baltic countries has been imported into 
Denmark to allow as much as possible of the high priced Danish p r o ­
duct to be exported* Some of the imports shown in fig. 37 probably 
represent butter that was b e i n g  trans-shipped. The export of 
cheese in 1925 amounted to 18,783 pounds, most of it (over ninety 
per cent) going to Germany. The greater percentage of canned milk 
and cream as well as of milk powder is sent to Great Britain. ?ig. 
£6 show* the exports in the last few years of these last named com­
modities. The falling off in 1925 was the result of poor prices
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paid by the dairies for milk to be u s e d  in the canning industry.
The Swine Industry The United States and Denmark are the 
world*s most important pork exporting countries. This industry in
(46) ForglRn g r0p e and M a r k e t s . U. 3. D. A., Vol. 13, Ko. 8, Auguat
(47) S i l ls  and John eon, Ihe fiaaifil 3&&2X Industry UMlnR 1925. Copea- 
hagen.
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Denmark ranks second only to the dairy industry in its importance 
In agricultural export.*. In the day* when Denmark was a grain 
expo r t i n g  country (before 1 3 7 0 ) t swine of the lard tyoe, thick­
set and lerge-bodled, *Teie for the most part exported alive to Ham­
burg In Germany. This trade in live swine ceased in 1887 when 
G e r many prohibited the importation of Danish live hogs* At about 
the e&ise tin©, the country was passing through an agricultural 
crisis caused by the arrival of cheap grain from the Western H e m i ­
sphere, which h a d  b e e n  wade possible b y  the perfection of ocean 
transportation. In the process of readjustment, the d a i r y  industry 
became increasingly prominent and with it the associated industry, 
swine raising, Denmark, forced b y  the closing of the German mar­
kets to seek n e w  outlets for her increasing surplus in por£, found 
it in Great Britain. As late as nineteen hundred the United King­
d o m  purc h a s e d  seventy per cent of its imported bacon from the United 
States, but In 1913 this percentage had shrunk to thirty-seven
while forty-eight per cert of the U n ited Kingdom's bacon was being48
imported from Denmark, During the war, due In part to the cur­
tailment of imported feeding stuffs end to shipping conditions In 
the English Channel, Denmark^ exports of b acon to Great Britain 
were almost negligible, but by 1933 she had recovered her pre-war 
Importance (see Fig, 38), The rapid increase in the number of 
swine in Denmark clearly Indicates the progress in this industry 
(see Tig, 31)* Between 1886 and 1924 forty-eight cooperative bacon 
factories came into existence and the number of pigs slaughtered
(43) Sreuo, J. E., Marketing stL AOSXASHm Products in Export
igade. U, S. D. C . # Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Tr ade Information Bulletin Ho. 333,
In them was Increased by about 140 times*
D e n m a r k *£ location close to the w o r l d’s most important import­
er of pork and p ork products, Great Britain, has given her a de­
c i d e d  advantage over her competitors, the United States in particu­
lar, Despite its ability to produce cheap pork, the U n i t e d  States 
ag ain occupies second place in supplying b acon to the United King­
dom* The rapid recovery of the Baaish bacon industry after the war 
was quite interesting (see Fig. 38)* This recovery was the result 
of Danish quality and English preference* Danish bacon almost in­
variably commands a few more cents per p ound on British markets 
than does the A merican product, yet the Englishman is willing to 
pay higher prices for a special type of lean bacon tvith a mild 
cure (see Fig. 39)* The short haul from Denmark to England permits 
this mild cure that is preferred, and careful breeding has develop­
ed a hog that produces just the type of lean bacon desired by the 
B r i t i s h e r  (see Fig, 10). Ireland is also well located with refer-
!V| • , .
ence to market, and It is likely thiif, in the future, Irish bacon 
will seriously ooupete on the British market with the Dgnish product 
The feeding system in practise In Denmark produces t|e so- 
called *bacon* type of hog* The swine industry, usually associated 
with the dairy industry, uses Its by-products such as skim milk, 
butter- flilk, ami whey ae well as barley nnd oth^r grains in a bal­
anced ration. The American swine, on the other land, are largely 
fed on corn, resulting in the Hlard* type of hog.
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The raising of swine is a very Intensive form of agriculture
that Is possible only in a well-populated country. Denmark*s pop­
ulation is quite dense (over 300 per square mile), especially in 
comparison with a sparsely populated country like Argentina, where 
swine-raising has scarcely been started due to scarcity of labor. 
Th'e type of land utilisation Is especially wall adapted to a 
country where the lend holdings are comparatively small ant where 
the use of them must be correspondingly intensive.
The Danish farmer if? under at least one disadvantage, however, 
for a good portion of M s  feedstuff® must he imported. This often 
results in a very small margin of profit for the farmer. I n  1SB7, 
for instance, despite the feet that the production of bacon was 
almost Z 5 per cent greater then in the preceding year, bacon pro­
duction during the last hall of the year netted the Danish produc­
er s. definite lose*
In no ether country hee there been an improvement in the 
quality and type of swine comparable to that which has taken place 
in Denmark. British market* demanded an animal that was long­
bodied, smooth, and uniform in size, weight, and conformation. 
Danish farmer® found that this demand for the "bacon* type of hog 
could'be met by crossing the native breed with the targe White 
Yorkshire. Breeding centers, with financial aid from the govern­
ment, were established to preserve pure types of these two breeds.
In 1924 there were 163' breeding centers for the native Danish
50
I s ndrace sow and 33 for the Yorkshire boar. The native breed has 
been improved by scientific management to the point where it is
fSjT
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(50) Ibid., page 7*
n o w  considered on a par *ith the crossbred animal* In from six 
to eight months it reaches a live weight of about two hundred 
oounds, the weight preferred by the British raarket. This animal 
is well-suited to the feeding conditions on the average Danish 
farm. Swine are usually fed on a balanced ration consisting of 
some of the following* barley, #orn, skimmed milk, some rye, cut 
feed, and root crops. About four-fifths of the hogs grown in Den­
mark conform to the standard that has been set for export to 
Great Britain. "The uniformity of Danish pigs is a revelation to 
every one who seas the-a. The noses of a string of them hanging on 
an overhead rack v ary not more than an inch or two and their wel$at
and size in general are most uniform. Even In color there ie the
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same uniformity: all but a vary few are white, clear, and clean**
The slaughtering of swine in Denmark is not highly centralized 
as it Is in the United States but is well distributed throughout 
the country. Government inspection is required of all hogs for 
export* Carcasses destined for the British market must be stamped 
in red, which signifies that they are of A-l grade. Those staisped 
in blue are intended for home consumption or for export to coun­
tries other than Great Britain. The black stamp indicates that 
the meat, though free from disease, varies a good deal from the 
standards r*s to weight, quality, conformation, and so forth and 
therefore must be u s e d  for home consumption.
There are no seasonal ’•highs11 and "lows* in the flow of Danish 
pigs to market (see fig. 40), This u n i formity in swine and butter
E l
(51) Ibid., page 17,
export tr -da has secured for Danish produce that reliability which
ie invaluable In securing nvA maintaining foreign markets. The
pre-war export of bacon, which amounted to 346,315,000 pounds
annually fell off during the war, but Danish bacon escorts have
since regained and even surpassed this former level. In 1336,
Denmark exported 413,087,000 pounds of baoon, all of which went to
the United Kingdom with the exception of 413,000 oounde which 
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went to ©ermany. Figure 41 indicates the enormous importance of 
Great Britain as a market for Danieti bacon; almost one hundred per 
cent of the commodity is exported to this country. Since 1923, 
however, increasing amounts of bacon have been sent to Germany.
The future of the awlne industry is closely tied up with the 
future demand for Danish butter, since hog production is largely 
a by-product of the dairy industry. Before the war a larger per­
centage of Danish pork for export went to more widespread markets, 
but the closing of some of these economically unstable markets 
during the war has forced Denmark to compete in the British market 
with the cheap American product. This mean® that prices do not 
always meet the cost of feeding swine"in Denmark, this shortening 
of markets has occurred in the butter industry also. It is evi­
dent that Denmark must find new markets for her butter and bacon 
in addition to developing further existing ones, since competition 
is becoming keener in the British markets.
$■;
The Poultry Industry Fggs represent Denmark 1s third contribu­
tion to the Englishmen’« breakfast table* In the last seventy
(52) Landbrugsraadets Me&deleleer, December £9, 1937.

years, the number of egga exported from Denmark has been multi­
plied almost three and one-half times. E v e n  during the war, the 
n u mber of eggs exported remained fairly large, and the development 
since the war has been indeed remarkable.
DEMMARKs Exports of eggs in the shell, fresh and preserved,
189? to 1937
l
Tear i
. 1......
Exports
* t • ♦ , •
Year
•aIi• Exports
•a
t
* * # ♦ t
Thousands *♦
t
t
• Thousands
1897 244.560 1913 *■ * # * i 454,460
1898 *. . .  $ 264,040 i 1914 * * * * ! 457,260
1899 . . . .  * 301,160 I 1915 481,940
*900 *. < * 1 332,240 8 1916 * • * * » 481,160
1901 • * * * s 380,280 : 1917 443,aOG
1902 * * » * i 430,600 : i 1918 * * # * * 327,760
1903 .»* * s 464,880 t 1919 * * * * I 338,660
1904 * * « * ' 428,120 •4 1920 • • * » 5 546,200
1905 * * * • ! 414,660 4 1921 * * * * * 648,080
1906 . . . .  $ 395,300 *• 1922 * * * . $ 735,102
1907 •. • • s 402,120 •• 1923 * * » * ? 799,318
1908 • • • * 1 425,080 •S 1924 *•*•».! 832,482
1909 384,140 I 1925 « » • * S 806,680
1910 • * * . I 407,340 t 1926 * * » * { 832,208
1911 . .  * «5 430,220 •* Jan-8ov
1912 * . . .  5 384,220 1986 • * . * t 773,596..t__
•.
*
1927 •
— ....i__
789,504
banmarks Statlstisk Tabelvaerk.
In 1920 the export value of eggs ranked second to butter, surpass­
ing bacon, w h ich usually occupies second place.
The average Danish farmer usua l l y  keeps a flock of f-:om 40 to 
150 chickens. Smallholders especially have taken up the keeping 
of chick*:,a, and the returns from eggs n o w  constitute an important 
part of their income. The accompanying uep (Fig. 42) indicates 
that chicken keeping, like swine raising, is most important on the 
islands and in eastern Jutland, where the soil is most fertile,
po p u l a t i o n  densest, end. cultivation the most intense*
The sensational increase in the egg industry within the last 
thirty years has been attributed mainly to the influence of coop­
erative marketing. The industry in its infancy was not a profitable 
one, since the supply was irregular, poor in quality, and not 
dependably graded. Marketing eggs by the cooperative method has 
rfcised the standard of the Danish product to its present high posi­
tion; it has revolutionised the entire industry. The Danish egg, 
large, white, and clean, probably weighs more than any other in 
the world* This result has been achieved through the agency of 
b r e e d i n g  centers.
Almost ninety per cent of the Danish egg export of 1932 went 
to Great Britain, Sweden and Korway are the nest largest consumera 
The commodity is marketed through three main channels: the Danish 
Cooperative Egg Export Association, the cooperative bacon factories, 
and private merchants. The eggs are bought by weight from the pro­
ducer, but in England they are sold by wjmber.
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Chapter IV
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COOPERATION, LAID TEKURB, AND EDUCATION IH DENMARK 
C ooperation Closely allied to the remarkable development In 
Dani s h  agriculture are several factors* the policy of land tenure, 
education, which has had a p rofound effect u p o n  agricultural effi­
ciency, and cooperative organisation. The powerful influence of 
this last factor is not easily overestimated. "With the first 
cooperative association founded on practical economic principles, 
the movement gradually spread into every community until it em­
br aced every phase of Danish agriculture and became the dominant
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factor in the progress and prosperity of the whole n a t i o n” (see 
Fig# 43)*
Although there are obvious advantages to the parceling out of 
land, which, acco r d i n g  to authorities, has been carried out to a " 
larger extent in Denmark than in any other country in continental •
Europe, certain advantages in large scale buying and marketing are 
lost* This difficulty has been successfully met by cooperative 
associations, which have b e e n  especially beneficial to the middle 
sized farmer (fifty or sixty acres) and the Husmand (eight to eight­
een). The m a n  with three or four cows, a few swine, and a small 
flock of chickens can market his produce as efficiently as a large 
estate owner, buy as economically, and obtain as cheap credit#
To describe ln^detail the innumerable manifestations of the
(53) Christensen, 0. L . , Agricultural Cooperation in D e n m a r k . United 
States Department A g r i c u l t u r e , D e p a r t m e n t B u l l e t i n  K o « " 1286.
cooperative movement would require entirely too much space in a
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discussion of this sort. The following quotation from Harold 
F a b e r’s •Cooperation in Danish Agriculture* illustrates the extent 
to which the m ovement has permeated the economic structure of 
Denmark: "The wonderful system of co-operation In Danish agricul­
ture, in the highly developed form in which we find it now, em­
braces almost every branch of agriculture and agricultural industry, 
and has its ramifications in practically every parish in D e n m a r k * * 
The modern cooperative movement b e g a n  in Denmark in about the 
middle of the nineteenth century with the credit associations, 
wjjiose purpose was to aid peasants to become farm owners by means of 
lo ng-term mortgage credit. The cooperative c o n s u m e r s 1 stores began  
in 1866. After 1864 Denmark's trade relationships with Germany 
were somewhat strained, necessitating a search for a n e w  market.
A t  about this same time occurred the change In Danish agriculture 
as a result of the competition of cheap wheat from newly exploited 
countries, which meant that the country was faced with the addi­
tional p r o blem of m a rketing new and difficult products| namely, 
dairy produce, meats (bacon especially), and eggs. She found a 
market for these commodities in England, but two factors of de­
cided importance imposed certain limitations. For successful mar­
keting, the Danish farmer found that first of all, his product 
must appear on the market in large quantities, and secondly, it 
must be of uniform good quality. Small farmers producing and
(54) A department bulletin (number 1366) treating this subject in 
a very comprehensive fashion has been published b y  the United 
States Department of Agriculture. The source of most of this 
material on cooperation is this bulletin.
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m arketing individaully could not possibly overoome these two limi­
tations* Cooperation rose to meet this problem of marketing and 
has since spread to many other activities such as cooperative buy­
ing of many household and farm supplies often cooperatively manu­
factured, cooperative breeding associations, cow-testing or con­
trol societies, and agricultural credit associations* According to 
the bull e t i n  mentioned in the footnote, agricultural societies 
*which promote the technical, scientific, and educational Interests 
of agriculture* enroll approximately ninety per cent of the Danish 
farmers*
C ooperation made its first important advance in the dairy in­
dustry with the formation in 1883 of the ftjedding Creamery in West 
J utl a n d  u p o n  the sound cooperative principles that now prevail in 
all the cooperative creameries in the country# As is characteristic 
of all cooperative organizations in Denmark, with the exception of 
cooperative breeding associations for t h e  improvement of livestock, 
the project was not fostered or aided by the government, but was 
organized in response to a definite economic need on the part of 
the farmers themselves# Of the 206,000 Danish farms, about 184,000
or about ninety per cent may be regarded as being members of the
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cooperative dairies of which there are about 1400. This means 
that there is one of these creameries to almost every ten square 
miles in addition to the privately owned plants (326 in 1922). The 
milk of about eighty-six per cent of the dairy cows are handled in 
these cooperative oreameries (see Fig. 44)*
5?
(bb) Denmark. 1926, page 69*
The advantage© from such an organization are numerous:
(1) The necessity of a middleman is dispensed with, and the farmer 
consequently receives a share in the profits of distribution.
(2) The best facilities for marketing are obtained.
(3) Scientific packing and regular dispatch of a product uniform in 
quality and quantity are possible under this method of marketing*
(4) Cheaper transportation rates are secured.
(5) The time saved by cooperative collecting and preparation for 
market may be employed by the farmer in more intensive cultivation.
(6) Regular weekly payments from the dairy help simplify the farm­
ers* financial difficulties#
(7) The dairies, in maintaining a high standard of produce, have 
encouraged interest in scientific management and in breeding pure 
stock.
Cooperation has also attained a large degree of development
in the baoon industry; in 1925 there were fifty cooperative bacon
factories, representing about seventy per cent of the pig-breeding
farmers and about seventy-five per cent of the total stock of
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pigs (see Fig. 45). Just as the cooperative dairies are amal­
gamated into export associations for the sale of butter, so the 
baoon factories have been united under the Danish Bacon Company, 
which has its headquarters in London.
In the collecting and marketing of eggs, the third important 
agricultural export from Denmark, cooperation has not expanded to 
the degree that it has in the butter and bacon trade. Whereas
58
(56) Denmark, 1926, page 30)
more than four-fifths of the Danish farmers belong to local coop­
erative associations of creameries and bacon factories, only about
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one-fifth of them b e l o n g  to the local egg-collecting associations. 
It seems that, although the movement gained favorable support dur­
ing the first years of operation, it has remained at this level for 
some time. However, the influence of cooperation in egg-collecting 
has been important in bringing about improvement in Danish eggs 
for export. The private merchants have b e e n  foreed to pay higher 
prices and to demand a high quality of produce to compete with 
their cooperating rivals.
Meat production does not occupy by any means the important 
place in Danish animal husbandry that milk production doe®, yet it 
is important in south and west Jutland, where marshlands provide 
good grazing. Usually it has b e e n  more profitable for Denmark to 
export fcer cattle on hoof to Germany, but, in the winter especially, 
some cattle are slaughtered and sent out to continental European 
countries. In 1923, there were sixteen cooperative cattle export 
associations, which usually handle about one-fourth to one-third of 
the D a n i s h  cattle export. They facilitate the finding of the best 
markets and secure greater economy in marketing.
C o o p eration In the buying of both household and agricultural 
supplies (f£eds, fertilizers, seeds, machinery, cement, coal) has
•'.> •sSb;'
be e n  d e veloped to a large extent in Denmark# Cooperative consumers11 
stores, which are predominately rural in this country, have attefttod
(6?) Christensen, C. L . , Agricultural Cooperation In Denmark.
U n i t e d  States Deparihrtmat Agriculture, Department Bulletin So, 
1366, page 63.
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the largest proportional development in Europe* In 1921, about
11*1? per cent of the population were members of one of these
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stores. The Cooperative Wholesale Society of Denmark, which serves 
the whole country, b o t h  purchases and oroduces goods for the con­
sumers 1 stores* "Although the Cooperative Wholesale Society ini­
tiated the first efforts toward cooperative buying of farm supplies, 
the development of the movement has led to specialization, result­
ing in the formation of independent purchasing associations, each
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to buy and distribute one particular kind of fkrm supply. * fxamples 
of such organizations are as followss Danish Farmers Cooperative 
Assoc i a t i o n  for Seed Growing, the Jutland Cooperative Association 
for the purchase of Feeding Stuffs, the Bani s h  Cooperative Ferti­
lizer Supply Association, the Cooperative Cement Factory, and the 
D a n i s h  Cooperative Coal Supply Association.
One of the most remarkable achievements of Danish agriculture 
has b e e n  the improvement in live stock by means of cooperative or­
ganizations* "According to Professor H. Larson, the number of 
milk cows from 1881 to 1914 increased 45 per cent, while the total 
milk p r o duction increased 150 per cent* This remarkable improve­
ment toward profitable dairying is further shown by the increase in
the average yield per cow in Denmark from 3,306 to 5,730 pounds
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during this j>eriod* * The government, realizing the vital impor­
tance of livestock improvement, has given financial assistance to
6 0
(58) Ibid., page 56*
(59) Ibid*, page 61*
(60) Ibid., page 74*
this cooperative movement. In addition to breeding stations, there 
ere cow-testing associations, which aim to eliminate unproductive 
cows by consistent record keeping.
Danish farmers receive their returns from produce onee or 
twice each month throughout the year, which is quite in contrast 
with the situation in the United States, where the farm returns 
are seasonal* Consequently, Danish farmers* credit needs are not 
as acute as those of the American farmer. Credit associations, 
dating from about 1850 on, have aided many Danish farmers to become
' SI fg.
proprietors by means of long-term mortgage credit# A newer inno-* 
v&tlon is the Cooperative Rural Bank, first organized in 1915.
There are now fifteen of these. The Danish Cooperative Bank at 
C o p e n h a g e n  w^s started in 1914 principally to lend money to new, 
large cooperative associations whose needs could not be met by 
small savings Institutions* The baok*s growth has been startling, 
and its future seems assured (see Fig* 45}*
This brief survey of the cooperative movement is by no means 
complete, but it m a y  give one an idea as to the thoroughness of 
its development in Denmark.
Land Tenure It is usually conceded that the psychological 
effect of ownership plays an important role in the productivity of 
a plot of ground* Many factors such as the importation of fodder 
stuffs, fertilizer, and seeds make an approximation of the produc­
tivity of a Danish acre very difficult indeed, but it has been 
estimated that the net production of agricultural produce per hun­
dred acres in Denmark in^l922 was over fifty per cent greater than
it. R r ^ i n _____Among,, the.reasons .for such, a difference^
<61) Thorapon, R. J . , The. Productivity of British find P&nl.ah Farming, 
Journal of Royal Statistical 3ociety, M a rch 1926.
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the fact that, according to the statistics of 1919* only about
7.5 per cent of the Danish farms were leased or tenanted is of de­
cided importance. This percentage of tenancy is very low indeed 
when c ompared with that of the state of Illinois (42.7 in 1920) 
or of the United States (38.1 in 1920).
As late as the middle of the eighteenth century, Danish agra­
rian organisation was still in the manorial stage. Soil was worked 
in common, farming methods were crude, the corvee (enforced labor 
on the plot of ground reserved for the lord*s use) was obligatory, 
and conditions in general were deplorable. Serfdom was finally 
abol i s h e d  legally in 1788, and from then on occurred a breakdown 
in the old landed estates, very few of which n o w  remain.
It has b een the p o licy of Danish legislation for a great many 
years to m aintain the greatest possible number of independent hold­
ings. Since 1899 there have b e e n  definite efforts to create new  
holdi n g s  by providing easy methods of obtai n i n g  cheap credit as 
well as by the parcelling of church land and of a certain percent­
age of each entailed estate. The Small Holdings Acts permit persons 
of approved character and experience to borrow m oney p p  to nine- 
tenths of the total loan value. Under the various Small Holdings
Acts, there have b een established up to 1985 a total of 14,857 
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holdings# The money is borro w e d  at a low rate of interest (3-3| 
usually) for a long period of years (ninety-eightd. In 1909 as a 
result of the p a s sing of three Land Acts, holdings were created for 
which the owner paid nothing. These persons must pay interest on
62
(62) Denmark. 1926, page 60.
the value of the land. This tyoe of holding virtually amounts to 
Stete tenancy. The outcome of such a policy will be interesting#
In Denmark division of the land has almost reached its limit* and
*
it seems that this country must turn her efforts towards industry, 
or emigration in larger numbers will be the only solution to the 
p r o b l e m  of providing a livelihood for increasing population*
There are of course decided disadvantages to increased divi­
sion of landj a loss in efficiency results due to the small size of 
the holdings# Intensiveness of cultivation can be carried to the 
point where returns do not p a y  for the additional labor exoended. 
This fact has been realized by Danish economists; the Lnnd Acts 
of 1919 provided for the enlargement of small holdings. It is 
doubtful whether such a system of land tenure as Denmark possesses 
would be economically feasible if it were not for cooperation.
The following table from "Denmark*, 1926 divides the estates 
with an agricultural area of more than 1.36 acres into classes 
according to the size of the holdings (1919).
Size of holding Humber Agricultural Area
A c res Total Per cent 1000 Acres Per ^ent
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1.36- 8 43,891 21.3 203 2.5
8 - 37 90, 748 44# 1 1,781 21.8
37 -148 65,916 32.0 4,641 56.7
148 - 2 9 6  4,039 2*Q\ 820 10.0
296 —593 316 0 * 4 1 *?#6 378 4# 6
593 and over 419 0*2 J 363 4.4
The predominance of small holdings is clearly indicated by this 
table. Less than three per cent of all the farms in these six
classes contain 148 acres or more, and over half the agricultural 
area Is taken up by medium sized farm© ranging from 37 to 148 acre# 
in size* There are a good many farms of less than one and a hnli. 
acres, the owners of which usually have some additional source of 
livelihood such as working as a laborer on a near-by estate.
The cultivation of the small and medium sised farms is very 
intensive; a smaller percentage of such farms is devoted to pasture
» *•
and fallow than is the case on the large estates (see accomoenying 
table). Since animal husbandry is especially well adapted to 
small-scale farming, the area planted in root crops is proportion­
ately large. Theseffecte are borne out by the table which follows 
taken from "Denmark*, 1926s
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U tiliza tio n  according to Size of Holding;
Size of Holding 
Acres
Grai#
pCt.
Hoot
Crops
pCt*
Other
Crops
pot*
Grazing
pot.
Fallow
pot.
Total
pCt.
1. 36- 8 37.2 13. & 11.5 ff).9 3.3 100
8 -  37 39.1 16.2 4.2 36.7 3. 8 100
37 -148 37.2 13.3 3.5 41.5 4.5 100
148 -296 33.5 10.9 3.9 47.3 4.4 100
296 -593 36.0 11.2 5.5 42.2 5.1 100
593 and over 37.4 IQ» 6 7.1 38.7 6.2 100
Total 37.2 13.6 4.1 40.7 4.4 100
As would be expected , the stock of oattle on the small fan®!
is  much greater proportionately than on the larger estates. In the 
following table i t  is  shown that on the smallest farms the horses 
are almost three times as numerous as on the largest estates, total
cattle over one and a half time®, nigs almost six times, sheep four, 
and poultry over fifty times*
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otook 31 Cattle per S47 *cret> ob farms 
size of holding 0&ttieAcres Horses Total Cows Pigs Sheep Poultry
1#36- 8 29 114 85 177 13 2898
8 m 37 22 99 54 115 13 825
37 -148 16 80 39 87 13 335
148 -296 12 67 30 67 9 150
296 ♦593 11 65 33 51 5 107
593 and over 10 ___71...41. .. 31 3 ......... -  ,£8L .
Total 17 81 43 90 12 458
This table provides conclusive proof that dairying, growing of 
swine, and poultry raising are of primary importance on the small 
farm* These three divisions of agriculture represent highly in­
tensive forms of land utilisation#
The net profit per unit area is usually larger on the small 
farms, although the percentage of profit on the capital invested
is less. This is due to the fact that the capital invested in a64
smrll farm is relatively high.
Education Denmark1s notfeble progress since the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century after two crushing blows: the loss of 
Norway at the close of the Napoleonic Wars and the loss of Slesvig- 
Holstein in 1864, is, after all, traoeatole chiefly to the Danish
(63) Denmark. 1826, page 63*
I* • ' . - ■ \ • ' - ' •
(64) Economic Review, January 13, 1983, page 30.
people themselves, Hatursl resources have lent them little, If 
any, aid* After 1864, the bulk of the Danish oeople were despond­
ent, crushed, end willInf to sink back into aoathy. Public spir­
ited men like It U. Dalgas, the founder of the Danish Heath Soci­
ety, and $. F, S. Grundtvig, the orieinator of the foil high 
schools?, realised the great need for energising their apathetic, 
ignorant countrymen. Ralges attempted to regain the territory 
lost in 1364 by reclamation of the heath; Grundtvig endeavored also 
to make good their great loss but through the channel® of education. 
He desired to create Tlthin his people a strong patriotism, a sin­
cere affection for their country«e history, folklore, *nd tongue,
* *fhat we lost to Germany in 1664 by force from without, re had
to regain by education from within* ie almost a colloquialism65among Danish people*11
Surely the Banish people heve very nearly realised this ambi­
tion. Danish agriculture is conceded to be at least as scientif­
ically managed as any in furope, Such an achievement is possible 
only with educated, alert people. The official illiteracy rate 
for Denmark is placed at .003 of the totel population, which is 
extremely low indeed, Perhtps the marked difference in development 
between Denmark and a country like Spain may be attributed in part
at least to educational differences (Spain’s illiteracy rate is 
6 6
5 3 . 5  per cent). In 1920 the illiteracy rate for the United States
(65) Lindeman, I. C., Denmark; A Rural Culture. World Agriculture, August 1932*
(66) Coaiaerce Yearbook, 1928, Sol. II, Foreign Countries, page 483, Uni tea States Woartment of Commerce.
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as a irhole was six per cent; Illinois* ?ras 3*4 per cent.
In Foght'e *Hural Denmark and its Schools”, the author clas­
sifies the rural schools of the country as follows* rural elemen­
tary schools, folk high schools, for rhlch the Danish educational 
system is widely noted, local agricultural schools, rural school® 
for household economics, and special schools for smallholders.
The subject matter taught in the Banish elementary sfcbools is not 
very different from that in the United States, although in Denmark
4
there is an attempt made to stress an attachment for the soil and 
to inculcate in the pupil a realisation of the dignity of culti­
vating it. To the folk high schools, "Denmark#s unicue contribu-
07tion to education*, has been attributed e great deal of the 
glory for the improvements in Danish agriculture and for the un­
usual success with which cooperation has met in this country.
These are schools for grown-up people, ranging In age from eight­
een to twenty-five and even older. They are not exactly comparable 
to either our American high.schools or to the university* #In 
general, they are schools for mature young people, whose main
object is development of personal character rather than the glv-
6 8
ing of specialised instruction. * They aim especially to foster
a sincere regard for the soil and their native land, to create a
correct outlook on agricultural life, to lay a #broad cultural
foundation for the technical subjects to be oursued In the local69agricultural schools", to help the student to face life In an
(67) Poght, Rural Denmark andmlts Schools, page 69.
(68) Ibid., page 74.
(69) Ibid*, page 75.
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intelligent fashion. The importance of Installing the proper &tti~ 
hide toward the soil is of prime importance in a country whose 
main resource is toil.
T  a geuex 1 schooling nay be followed by mors t e c h n ic a l  train­
ing, w^hich i s  offered by the agricultural schools or the rural
l "ftschools for household economics. The special schools for small­
holders arc quite interesting -nd certainly instrumental in making 
for the success of this class of agrarian* They offer short courses* 
especially in ajrieintursl side lines such as chicken rrlsing and 
apiculture to any smallholder of any age or preparation. The 
Royal Vetiaary and Agricultural institute at Gapsnh?*£er? prepares 
young men for positions as government experts in dairying, swine 
culture, end similar fields*
ea
Denmark has snail Bize and limited resources on her d&bit 
side, favorable location and a progressive, well educated people 
on the credit side of her balance afreet* Agricultural Interests 
domin? to the economic, political, and social life of the country* 
Despite the rather poor character of the soil, Denmark, by the 
keeping of animals and by a liberal use of artificial fertiliser, 
has managed to support, and rather comfortably too} over two hun­
dred people to the square mile. In addition, she supplies the 
world with roughly one-third of its butter export, a rather re- 
markable feet for a little country one-fourth the size of Iowa.
In pre-war times, Great Britain received on the average about 
forty-four per cent of her butter, fifty per cent of her bacon, 
and about twenty per cent of her eggs from Denmark. Since the 
war, Britain*s percentage of Danlah import® has practically re­
gained normalcy in the case of bacon, has increased enormously 
with regard to eggs, but has fallen off in the case of butter.
Land division, intensiveness of cultivation, end the coopera­
tion movement have reached a very high degree of development in 
J&enmark. It is fairly certain that further development will nec­
essarily be industrial rather than agrarian. English coal as 
well as Swedish and tforseglan electricity may easily be imported, 
and, considering the ingenuity and intelligence of the Danish 
people, increased industrialization will undoubtedly result, al­
though agricultural products will probably always remain the chief
raw materials of manufacture. Denmark today presents one of the 
world’s finest examples of a people who have adapted themselves to 
the limitations of their environment in an intelligent fashion*
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